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Protested and arrested
POrn PROTOCOL
Learn how to avoid offending
others by kicking bad restroom
habits, learn proper etiquette
Many people don't know the proper practices when it comes to public restrooms.
But thanks to a site called the International
Center for Bathroom Etiquette,people who
pee on seats, don't flush and chat on their
cell phones while in the restroom have no

• SEE PG. 19

Marek lillgendorf-Sanzhez, Nicholas Andrews and Sergey Turzhanskiy spoke to a crowd of 25 people on Nov. 15 in front of the U.S. Army Recruitment Center,

10 E. Harrison St."The three were arrested on Oct. 27 while marching through the Loop to an anti-war ratty in Union Park.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

Students raise support for
upcoming hearing, allege police
used unnecessary force
by Beth Palmer
Campus News Editor
A PRESS conference on Nov.19 aimed to-raise

support for the upcoming trial of a Jones
College Prep student and two Columbia students, following their arrest last month.
On Oct.27 the three were arrested among

a group of about 75 energetically chanting
marchers on their way to Union Park, 1501
W. Randolph St., to join more than 10,000
anti-war protesters rallying for "October
27 Mobilization," a multi-city national
protest.
·Chicago police officers charged Columbia
students Marek Hilgendorf-Sanzhez and
sergey Turzhanskiy with misdemeanors,
citing "failure to obey an officer" and "criminal damage to property," respectively.
Jones College Prep senior Nicholas

The sidewalk In front of the U.S. Army Recruitment Center,
PfMS conference.

10 E. Harrison St., was the site of a Nov. 15
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE

Andrews was charged with a felony for
"assault of an officer.•
The hour-long press conference in front
of the U.S. Army Recruitment Center, 10
E. Harrison St., began with Turzhanskiy,
a junior film and video major, reading a
prepared statement.
He described the alleged "unjust arrests"
and "unnecessary violent force" through a
megaphone over the ambiance of the rattling el trains, gusting wind and random
emergency vehicle sirens.
No police officers were present or nearby,
but a crowd of about 25 listened during the
multi-speaker presentation. Most of the
crowd was wearing some type of orange
paraphernalia to show support of World
Can't Wait, the radical protest group that
declares its anti-war, anti-regime stance by
wearing the color of detainees' jumpsuits.
Andrews spoke briefly at the event.
"Despite the repression the anti-war
movement is facing, I would like to te11
people to stay strong, stay united," he said.
Hilgendorf-Sanzhez,a junior music major
who took this semester off, said the whole
point of the press conference was to present
a united front among student protestors.
Students from several high schools
attended the event, including members of
the group from West Morton High School
in Berwyn that the principal threatened to
expel after they held an anti-war protest on
school ground during school hours.
"(We want to show( we don't get attacked
individually," he said. "We will respond

»SEE ARRESTS, PG. 9

CHEF ASKED TO
HEAR WORKERS
Laborers try to deliver letter
describing employee abuse at
plant Paula Deen endorses
Laborers, union supporters and aldermen
protested outside of the Chicago Theatre, 175
N. State St. , on Nov. 17 during Paula Deen's
live show. Deen, the celebrity chef from the
Food Network's 'Paula's Home Cooking,' is
a representative of Smithfield Foods, which
allegedly abuses its workers at its hog processing plant in Tar Heel, N.C.

• SEE PG.16
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Hear, hear, the holid~ys are here TABLEoFcoNTENIS

by Amanda Ma urer
Editor-in-Chief

Welcome back.
If the tryptophan is still wearing off, be
patient. Just three more weeks until everyone can experience another dose of the holidays, and I can't wait.
The season is finally, and officially, upon
us and it's never hit me as hard, or as early,
as tills year. (And I love it).
After years of considering myself too busy
around the holidays to truly enjoy myself,
this year I'm taking a stand, and I hope
others do too. This season I'm intentionally
planning on slowing down to appreciate
the holidays, after making the mistake of
racing through them last year.
Instead ofworrying about all of the season's
details-all of the presents and parties-I
want to enjoy the season for what it is, and
I've already started making some progress
toward tills goal. On Nov. 17, I took the #3
bus up to the Tribune Tower for the Festival
of Lights parade. A half-hour or so before the
parade started a friend and I wanted to run
to grab dinner at the Westfield North Bridge
Mall, 520N. Michigan Ave.
We quickly realized we wouldn't be able to

"run" anywhere, as we just so happened to
be joined by several thousand other people,
who were out for the same reason: to enjoy
the holiday. The sidewalks were gridlocked
with people. Some brave souls attempted to
wiggle through the masses, creating a chain
of people trying to find a way to break through
a human wall, pushing through the crowds
with arms at their sides and feet shuffling.
But what was odd was that I didn't hear
any complaining. OK, so there was this one
guy who loudly asked people to lean to one
side so a small trail of people could squeeze
down the sidewalk, but other than that,
there was a general sense bf Christmas
cheer. If anything, · those around us were
enjoying the atmosphere. We had all come
together for the holidays-and there was
some sort of goodwill in that sentiment.
Fortunately, my pre-holiday celebration
didn't end there.
I'm sure it can't be that uncommon since
I've already experienced it twice in my life,
but nonetheless I think it's incredible: When
college students take the initiative to have
their own Thanksgiving dinner.
My first twp experiences were in the dorms.
We each brought our own dish to share, and
from what I remember both times were cha-

otic, but in the best senseoftheword. Looking back at an old photo, I think there were at
least 30 people present each year, all lined up
along several tables in one of the University
Center's common lounges.
This year I had my third collegeThanksgiving. It was at a friend's apartment, and a bit
more intimate (only about 20 people, some
are shown below), than my last experience.
Surprisingly, itwent offwithout any problem.
Everyone helped out, and there were even
leftovers .for the hosts. It was so fantasticwe said grace, we shared'two things we were·
thankful for and later played Catchphrase
(which I hear ruins friendships).
I think I'm slowly learning that the holidays are less about what you do and how
you celebrate, and more about the people
you spend that time with. ~es, this is one of
the most beautiful times of the year, but I've
discovered that it can mean little if you can't
share it with anyone.
So here's to taking a moment and spending some quality time with loved ones this
holiday-even if it means being held captive
in a sea of people or yelling at friends during
Catchphrase-because those are the memories you'll have forever.
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Calendar
'life and Debt'
film screening
How Jamaica is impacted by
global institutions and policies
is t he central focus of a document ary to be screened on Nov.
26 at 5 :30 p.m. in the Hokin
Lecture Hall auditorium in the
Wabash Cam pus Building, 623
S. Wabash Ave.
For more information, call Kevin
Fuller at (312) 344-8505 .

'Justice Without
Borders' screening
An Amnesty International screening of this movie will take place
on Nov. 27 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Ferguson Theater located in the
Alexandroff Campus Center, 600
S. Michigan Ave. The event will
feature a guest speaker.
For more information, call Critical
Encounters at (312) 344-7167.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

Emergency test considered successful
by Robert Bykowski
Assistant Campus News Editor

THIS IS only a test.
E-mails, voicemails and tex t messages
canying a similar notification went out to
members of the Columbia community on
Nov. 15 as an emergency response system
was publicly tested for the first time.
The t esting was successful, said Mark
Lloyd, Columbia's associate vice president and chief marketing officer, but he
added t he amount of people who signed
up could've been higher.
"About 3,900 people from the (Columbia] community signed u p for t he test ,"
Lloyd said. "The good news is that's about

a qu1imtr ot the community. The bad news
is that's abbut a quarter of the community.
We would've liked to have more people
signed up for this service ... I don't t hink
it's realistic to say we're going to get everybody, but as a goal, t he intent is to have
everybody in the system."
Despite a less t han ideal number of participants, the actual testing was a victory
for the system, Lloyd said. Of the 5,900
messages sent out to the community, only
one phone call went to a wrong number- a
fax machi ne. Text message failu re w as
estimat ed to be at 1.5 percent, with 92
text messages failing to be delivered. The
higher n umber of messages sent in relation to people signed up is attr ibuted to

people signing up to receive messages in
various formats, according to Lloyd.
The testing took place just shy of 7 p.m.
intentionally because there are less people
on campus at night, Lloyd said.
"We wanted to tes t the system at a
time when there wasn't a lot of people on
campus who may or may not have reacted,"
Lloyd said. "Most of our students (were]
not in class. We wanted to test it in that
fashion so it didn't happen in the middle
of a working day."
Bernadette McMahon, associate vice
president of In.formation Technology and
chief information officer, said t he message

»SEE EMERGENCY, PG. 9

Columbia in 10 seconds ... or less

Stress relief event
Students wishing to receive a
free massage can attend this
Nov. 28 event in the community
lounge of the Residence Center,
731 S. Plymouth Court from
noon to 4 p.m. The event is first
come, first served and refresh-ments will be available.
For more information, call Marcos Ochoa at (312) 344-8700.

'Walk-In Book'
of C.D. Wright
This Nov. 29 event at the library
is an audio, video and poetry
installation that will showcase
the works of American poet C. D.
Wright. The library is located in
the South Campus Building, 624
S. Michigan Ave.
For more information, call the
English Department at (312)
344-8001.

St ude nt ' Frosti' cast off
' Su rvivor: China' on CBS

Alumni powerhouse fi lmmaking
duo t o return to Ch icago

Notable form er CBS Channe l 2
a nchors t o teach t his winter

Columbia junior fi lm and video major
Michael zem ow was sent home on the Nov.
15 episode of 'Survivor: China.'
zem ow, 20,made a CBS record, becoming
the youngest participant to every compete
in the hit show.
"I was the youngest contestant ever, but
also arguably the coolest," Zem ow said in
an interview on Nov. 21 with Inside Pulse.
"I think I made being young the 'in' thing
again this season."

Filmmakers Robert Teitel and George
Tillman Jr.,who met as students at Columbia, will be back in t he Windy City th is
winter filming Humboldt Park, the Chicago
Sun-Times reported.
According to the Sun-Times, Teitel and
Tillman have just signed on to co-produce
Bobby Martinez, about the first Mexican
American to make the world pro-s urfing
tour.

Bill Kurtis and w alter Jacobson, former
news anchors for Chicago's CBS affiliate,
are teaching a broadcast journalism class
during the January term.
Kurtis and Jacobson will focus on the progression of Chicago broadcast journalism
from before they were anchors in the 1970s
and 'sos, to the present.

'Choreographic
Project '
This concert showcasing stu dent
choreographed dance works will
take place on Nov. 30 at 8 p.m.
in the Dance Center, 130 6 S.
Michigan Ave.
For more information, call Llgla
Himebaugh at (312) 344-8345.
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Not too early for ManWest
Seniors should begin to prepare
portfolios; ba nd contest now
open to all students
by Beth Palmer
Campus News Editor

"Every constituency is involved," Kelly
sa id.
He said it's not too early for seniors to
begin prepa ring their best body of work,
especially because this year will feature a .
college -wide Industry Night t he evening
before Manifest.
"It's going to be a hell of a lot of work,"
Kelly said.
Mercedes Cooper, commu nications coordinator at the Portfolio Center, said the
center w ill assist each academic department in choosing and inviting top professionals and clients to industry n ight.
The night is collaborative, not department s pecific, organized based on what
skills a client or employer is looking for.
This way, students looking to get into the
advertising design world, from both the Art
and Design Department and the Marketin g
Communication Department, could talk to
the same clients.
Ivanka Dekoning, a sophomore fashion
design major, said the changes to Manifest
seem to be for the best.
"I t hink they made a really good choice,"
she said. "It shows how we're improving."
Dekoning said the expansion down the
parkin g spaces of wabash Avenue w ill
attract' more attention to the celebration.
"The car-art thing I know Will be interesting to a lot of people, not just at Columbia,
but the w hole Chicago area," she said.

OFFIC IALS GAVE the annual end-of-the-year
se nior showcase and celebration a green
makeover this year illustrated by the theme,
"Re-create change."
Manifest 2008 w ill save on green in more
ways than one by opting out of renting
costly tents and parking lots, and by requir·
ing parade sculptures and floats to be created fro m garbage collected at Columbia.
Mark Kelly, vice pres ident of Studen t
Affairs, said the college will rent out all of
the parking s paces on the east and west
sides of wabash Avenue, span ning the
len gth of campus north to south, which
w ill cost less than the previous years' tent
and lot rental.
"{With the tents and parking lots) t here
wasn't a compelling sense of a festival,"
he said.
In stead oftents,student organizations will
work out of cars parked in the rented spaces
they can customize into works of art.
The college calls tltis set-up "Transmission."
The plan allows for a greater number of
s tudent bands to perform during the festival because a performan ce stage w ill be set
up every block on comers of the street.
Also new for 2008, any band that h as at
For more information on how to submit a stuleast on e Columbia st udent of any year is dent band demo or for any information about
eligible to perform, changed from being Ma nifest 2008, visit Col~,;,.edu/Student_Life/
Lead sculptor Katie Stanis. a former Columbia student. follows this year·s eccrfriendly theme working on a
available to seniors only. This year, bands Ma nifest or e-mail manif est@colum.edu.
"Trashabethan powdered wig" for Manifest 2008. Her sculptures "The Children· from last year"s Manifest
rest ori shelves in the background.
can submit an application to the Student
bpalmer@chroniclemail.com
Programming Board, w hich is in charge of
Tim Hunt THE CHRON,ICLE
booking musical talent.

The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11th St.
Concert
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Events

Monday November 26

Jazz Guitar Ensemble 1 in Concert
12:00 PM
Blues Ensemble in Concert
7:00PM
Tuesday November 27

or more Information contact

ncycllng@colum.edu

C:t)LUMt3fA COLlE6t RECYCLING- PROGRAM

Groove Band 1 in Concert
12:00 PM
Latin Ensemble in Concert
7:00PM
Wednesday November 28

Jazz Guitar Ensemble 2 in Concert
12:00 PM
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Starting the week of Novembe; 26th, 2007 until the
end of classes, go to colum.edujstudents
and make your voice count!

. Columbia . ~
C 0 L L' E G E

C H' I C A G 0

If not, you will be restricted from registering for spring classes. SFS has· placed
REGISTRATION HOLDS oh sh,dent accounts that are not current on their bola
Students are notified of holds through their Columbia student email account and by the
Student Financial Service'S hel~ line calf campaign.
·
In order to have your hold removed, yo~r student account must be current! · ..
Check your. current b~l.ance or Financial oid status by lqgging on to OASIS.
Payments can·be made online through CCCPay, by mail (sent to the SFS contact
address below,) or in person at the cashier window located at 600 S. Mi~higan Ave ·
on the 3rd Roor. · ·
If you have any additional ques~ons, or would like to review your financing options,
please contact SFS by dialing our toll-free help line: '1.866.705.0200. You can also
visit our Customer Service Options webpage: www.colum.edu/sfs
·

SfS

srvoun ni!IAIICJAt URVrcn

600 S. Michigan Ave, St 303
Chicago, IL 60605

COLLEGE

CHICAGO
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Basketball team struggtes
by Robert Bykowski
Assistant Campus News Editor

Renegades Men's Basketball
team is learning t hat success in s ports
doesn't often come easy.
In its first game ever against Olivet Nazarene Un iversity on Nov. 15, the Renegades
lost 107-52, according to Josh Hasken, vice
president of the basketball team and senior
m usic major.
"Of course, we got crushed , but it was still
great to go play," Hasken said. "We went
down with eight guys, they had 15, and we
had two guys fou l out early in the second
h alf. We were exhausted. The other team
plays every day, and we meet twice a week,
on good weeks."
Brian Schodorf,a graduate arts,entertainment and medra management student at
Columbia and the team's presiden t couldn't
sugercoat the s ituation either.
"We doiit fi'ilveany shooters,we don't have
any rebQunders, we don't have any defense,"
he said. "We don't have anything."
The fact that many of the guys the Renegades have played against this year have
played together for a long time has n't
helped much either, Hasken said.
For Hasken, the major thing is to continue to get out and play other teams, even
if it ends badly for the Renegades. The team
will play Olivet again in late January, and
has games scheduled against Trinity Christian College and Carthage College com ing
up as well.
Admin ist rative assistant in the Human
Resources office Derrick Streater, the team's
faculty adviser, said the diversity of expectations within t he team has m ade things
difficult at times.
THE COL UMBIA

"It's a pretty good mix of people who
have played competitive ball and people
who haven't played competitive ball, and
it's just hard trying to get them to m eld
together pretty well," Streater said. "You
have some people that are very competit ive by nature, and others that are really
just playing for recreation al fun."
Another problem Hasken has encountered th is year has been the inability to
find leagues to join.
"We pretty much can't get into any of
t hem ," Hasken said. "Either there are
public leagues t hat don't allow school
groups or t here are school leagues th at
don't allow unrecogn ized or u ncertified
teams."

Hasken said they've been telling public
leagues, including one at DePaul University on t he weekends, that t hey are just a
group of guys from Columbia rather than
a fledging club team.
Although the hards hips for t he Renegades' basketball team have been apparent,
the team finds itself much more organized
than it was a year ago, when the team was
in its first year and featured a fair amount
of alumni on the team. Streater was able to
sum up the reasons for some of the team's
difficulties.
"We're playing in a tournament where
teams h ave been playing together for a
while, so they're a lot more organ ized and
are very familiar with one another 's skills
and abilities,.and our team formed and
the next week the tou rnam ent started,"
Streater said. "It 's be<m baptism by fire."

rbyhowshi@chroniclemail.com
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Teams'
funds
change
Athl~tes

voice frustration,
prompting SOC to pay
athletic league fees
by Beth Palmer

•

Campus News Editor
A RE-EVALUATIO!'I of the dispersing
of funds in the Student Organization Council budget has produced
a significant and advantageous
change for Columbia athletic club
teams.
Effective last week, the SOC
will award $1,500 per team to
cover league fees, which are due
up front and allow competition
among other schools.
Mark Brticevich, coordinator
of Fitness and Club Athletics, said
originally this year, teams were
required to fundraise haH of the
total desired budget, and the soc
would match the amount.
However, this approach seemed
unrealistic for the Columbia teams
because they are in their infancy
and they don't have funds to draw
from, he said.
Brticevich said he still expects
teams to fundraise in order to
begin establishing themselves.
Dominic Cottone, director of
Student Organizations and Leadership, echoed this, and said he
expects teams to fundraise for
uniforms and equipment, which
is a policy not unlike other colleges' club teams.
«You have to pay to play [in a
club] at most schools," Cottone
said.
The climbing success of student
organizations at Columbia, illustrated by the 73 official groups on
campus this semester, a record for
the college, presents a potential
funding problem since $1,500 is
given to each group,and now each
team as well, Cottone said.
"I tni!y wish I was the magic
man on campus and could hand
out mon·ey [to everyone]," he said.
"It's so incredibly difficult to provide the funding."
Stevie Wegrzyn, a sophomore
film and video major and president of the fencing club team,said
the $1,500 league fee coverage will
help significantly. But, the amount
of fundraising .Columbia requires
in order to match funds seems like
a subtle dismissal, she said.
"They are being really hard on
us ·because they don't want us
here," Wegrzyn said.
Cottone said that's not the
case.
"I can't change that perception,
but I'm coming from reality: we
don't have any money to give,"
Cottone said.

bplllmer@chroni&lemml.com

On Nov. 14 in the Residence Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court, Steve Amm, a senior film and video major practices with Columbia's club fencing team president Stevie
Wegrzyn, who voiced concern about club teams' funding.
Andrew A. Nelles THE CHRONICLE
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Rilpndorf-Samhcsaid lw does DO( know
what order lw~ rolw~ with
"failan ro obey an officu."
Continued from Front Page "(An offia:rl just ~1M to tlw ground
and bnt me up ali~; HiJrmdorf·Sanzhn
Some applaud arrested
said.
students for taking action,
Tunhanslriy said his "criminal damage to
others skeptical of protest
pr~rty" charge is r~ferring to any contact
he may haw had with an officer's bicycle.
The stude nts said they were neither
t~."
He .aid the arrest has taken a toll on charged nor read their rights until after
him.
being handcuffed
"(I feel) scared,
and brought to the
Jst District Police
~morallud,stressed
Station, tns s. State
·- I don't know what
s t.
I
will hap~n with the
A s pok esperson
case; he said.
from the Chicago
Andrews also said
Police Departme nt
he is more an xio us
at protests s ince th e - Nicholas Andrews, arrested studen t sa id the director of
News Affairs could
a rrest.
not comment, s ince
" If I get arres ted
again it's likely I would be put in juvenile the case is going to a jury trial. The first
hearing is scheduled for Dec. 7 at the Cook
detention ; Andrews said.
Both Andrews and Hilgendorf-Sanzhez County Circuit Court Bra nch 43, 3 150 W .
said they have a strong case, citing several Flournoy St .
Chicago criminal attorney David Carl
witnesses, video footage and an excellent
Thomas, h ired by the three arrested stu lawyer as assets.
The plaintiffs tell the same story of the dents, did not return several messages.
Thomas Gr eif, an adj un ct faculty
events leading up to the arrests. According
to separate interviews with all three, bicy- member in the Liberal Education Depart cle police officers first stopped Andrews, ment, said he wears orange all day every
who was leading the march, by lining up day as resistance.
"I think its an unjust and immoral world,"
their bicycles to barricade him.
"I went up to this cop and started yelling Greif said. "Here in this climate of passivity
to leave us alone. He started laughing and I you have three young people who are breakca lled him a fascist pig," Andrews said.
ing out of this."
The police alleglX!ldrews spit on him,
He spoke into the megaphone in sup~rt
warranti ng the "as,FJl.lt of an officer" of the arres ted students.
charge, which Andrews denies.
" I think they s hould ~ applauded,
Soon after, officers began asking around encouraged ,defended and foii-led," he said.
for the other leaders of the march and soon
Amelia Kent, a junior fin e arts major,
made the other arrests .
wo rked in the Ma ni fest 2008 co n ·

»ARRESTS

»EMERGENCY
Continued from PG. 3

it's likely would be put
in juvenile detention."

Some students opt out to avoid
charge per text message
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struction workshop, next door to the a~ts. but she was glad the students \\"t"n'
RK1"1litin& Center, during the p ress doin& something. She said she felt their
methods of protest were ' silly' at times.
ronr~~•The Army is just doing their job; shl'
·rm anti-war but I don't think they're
gettin& anythin& done; Kent said about said. 'It's a business. They are just trying
the press conference and the Wf'ekly "dance to get college students like Panem Bread
for peace" demonstrations at the same spot and 7- El~"t"n.'
outside of her work.
bpolmfT\!IYitn>nirfnngJI.rom
Kent said she did not agree with the

"If I get arrested again

rock club·
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hiccups could've bet>n caused by cellular
service carri~rs or bad phone numbers
supplied to Columbia. McMahon said the
group that helped integrate and set up the
~m~rgency notification system will try to
fi&ure out what went wrong the next time
the group meets.
some students, including sophomore art
anddesignmajorAndrewMcArdle,reported receiving numerous text messages.
McMahon said that was necessary in order
to parse the information sent out,considerin& the small amount of information a
text message can contain, which varies
dependingoncellularserviceproviderand
ceU phone.
Students or faculty who expected to
receive text messages but never did might
be surprised to Jearn that perhaps they
~idn't sign up to receive text messages in
the first place, according to Lloyd. He said
:those who fe lt they should've received a
text message should log in to OASIS and
make sure they're signed up.

Other students, like sophomort' photography major Brt'ndan Lester, didn't slgn up
to receive text m~.
•1 have a limited number oftext rnKSnges
a month, and I don't need (the emergt>ncy
response notification ) to eat into my bill,"
he said. "A phone call is good enough .'
Lester said if he had bee n in class h e
might not have bet>n able to Answer the
phone, but added he wasn't too concem ed.
"I assum~ that if Twas in class I would
know what was going on anyway because
the teachers would be informed; he said.
Although the cut·off date to sign up for
the testing was Nov. 1, Uoyd said the date
was largely arbitrary and that people wert'
still being accepted for the testing up to a
couple of days before Nov.
People can sign up at any time, and Uoyd
said in the future signing up might be tied
in with registration, where registering for
classes would at the same time slgn students
up for the system, and students then would
ba~ to "take an affirmative step to opt out."
McMahon added the amount of people
signing up increased in tandem with spring
2008 registration.
Columbia llcense5 its emergency notification system from the New York based
Send Word Now.

• rbylrowslti@cllronidemail.com
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PROPOSE AN ART CAR FOR THE TRANSMISSION ART CAR SHOW
Manifest Urban Arts Festival _
Friday, May 16, 2008
Wabash Avenue between Harrison and 11th Streets .
www.manifest.colum.edu.
Manifest 2008 welcomes Transm ission : an exhibition of environmental thought in the
art and practice of transportation .
What is Transmission?
Transmission is a green therned art show parked along Wabash Avenue between Harrison
and 11th' Streets.
Who is invited to submit a proposal?
Any Columbia student or student organization, faculty, staff, or alum is encouraged
to participate.
What defines an art car?
It's your canvas, your stage, your podium, your gallery - the possibilities are endless! But
to comply with city regulations, the piece must constitute a vehicle.
Great! How do I get involved?
Visit our website for more information , links, and our online application at
manifest.colum.edu .
1

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION: December 14
Supported by the student activity fee through the Office of College-wide Events.

Columbia

~
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SPECIAL TO THE CHRONICLE
Critical Encounters' Roots and Routes: Weekly
personal narratives of Poverty and Privilege
'Charity and shame'

Critical enCOUnters:

by Shayna Plaut
Faculty, Liberal Education Department

POV~RTy
±. privilege

I WILL always remember the cool feel of
the sUck gray newsprint. This was before
recycling was popular. The fact that the
lunch and breakfast tickets did not warrant By the time I came along they had moved
crisp new white paper belied the shame my to Long Beach, at tha t time an ethnically
mother felt when I brought them home.
m ixed, sleepy city in Southern California.
"What is this?" she snapped, picking the · My father was working with computers,
packet off the counter. "Who gave these to my mother was a vocational rehabilitayou?l"
tion counselor. Steady. Comfortable. Dual
I looked at her with a mixture of fear and income. Middle class. The suffering of the
confusion.
old country was left to tbe prior generation:
"The school. I think it is based off of the Never would We need to choose between
forms you hadtofilloutacoupleofweeksago. education and food again.
My parents spUt up when I was young.
The ones about income and stuff," I said. ·
She shook her head and began violently First I Uved with my mother in Long Beach
fanning the tickets,"We don't take charity. and later I moved to live with my father
Do you understand? We're Jews. We don't and stepmother in Studio City (in the San
Fernando Valley). Although only 35 miles
take charity; we give charity!"
She promptly walked the tickets over away,StudioCitywas trulyadifferentworld.
to the trash can and dropped them inside. Whereas before we made collages out of old
Then she stormed off to her room and NationaiGeographics,nowwe collectedart.
s lammed the door. I did not have to listen Mymother'selectrictypewriterwasreplaced
closely, I knew she was crying. Five min- with a Macintosh II and a color printer. We
utes later she walked out. She went past even employed a housekeeper.
my immovable 16-year-old frame, marched
And yet we were the poorest out of all
back to the trashcan, and picked out the my new friends. I had friends who would
tickets and tlrrust them in my hand.
receive new dresses for every birthday party.
"Here. Talce them! Do with them what Fifth graders would receive a $20 a week
allowance. Private bathrooms for the chiiyou want."
She sneered to hold back tears. "Give dren. Promised cars at Sweet 16. It was an
them to someone hungry," she said.
odd life of saccharin fairy tale and bribery
When people ask abou t my class or and although my father and my stepmother
background I am not sure what to say. My did their best to keep me grounded, excess
parents worked the American Dream well. oozed all around me.

Shayna Plaut. a faculty member '" the liberal Education Department , renects on her ch•ldhood.
Court esy SHAYNA PLAUT

I moved back to my mother's a day before
my 14th birthday. I was enrolled in a new
high school and was back in the middle
class world of buses and memberships to
discount stores. When my father died suddenly, he left most of his estate to my stepmo~her; I was left a generous life insurance
policy. My mother, stepmother and I- three
women who normally could not stand to
be in the same room together- decided to
convert the policy into an educational trust.
The money would be locked up and used to
pay for my college. Period.
Some say that Jews revere education.
Such essentializing statements make me
nervous and I cannot speak for "all." What
I know is that as eccentric as my family
can be, it was never a question of "if" you
were going to college it was, "What university are you going to?" And although
my high school years were quite colorful,
school and the opportunities and freedom
associated with education was never to be
underestimated.

I know I had it better than most. I know
because in 18 years I lived a middle class,
upper middle class and lower middle class life.
I have a taste for s ushi and fancy cheeses and
I can dumpster dive with the best of them. I
know because now, nearly fifteen years later,
I teach courses on human rights, help shape
international campaigns on economic, social
and cultural rights and yet only recently
was able to afford health insurance. I know
because, as I think about the possibility of
having my own children, my concerns are
not on my future skills as a mother, but on
the financial security that seems so elusive.
I know because the majority of my students
work two jobs and still cannot pay tuition.
I know because I was raised to believe that
"charity" equates shame.
The aim of Critical Encounters is to encour·
age you to engage wit h difficult questions
about poverty and privilege. For more information visit criticalencounters @ col um .
ed u . -Steph anie Shonehan

~ I a rt + desi gn

I POVERTy

critiCal encounters:

± pri vilege

Anc ho r Graphics at Columb ia College Chicago, the Ar t+Design

Department. Institute for the Study of Women & Gender in the
Ar ts & Media, and the Center for Teaching Excellence present

the four th season of the Scraping the Surface lecture series.

The Elephant
We Should Never
Forget
Sue Coe
Artist & Activi st
November 29, 2007
6 :30-7:30 pm

IOStltutewomengender@colum .edu

Reception to follow

For more Information:

lecture will take place at:

inst1tutewome ngender

Columbia College Ch1cago

W'NW.colum.edu;cnt lcale ncounte rs

Please RSVP to:

NWW.corum.edu/

Film Row C1nema

1104 S. Waba sh Ave , 8 th Floor

www.colum .edu/ anc horgraph!CS
anchorgraph,cs@colum.edu

3 12·344-68 64

THIS LECTURE IS FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBUC.

Columbia~
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Calendar
Monday
A double feature of classic children·s
fi lms from French director Albert
Lamorisse will play today through
Nov. 29 at the Music Box Theatre,
3733 N. Southport Ave. General
admission tickets t o the double bill ,
featuring The Red Balloon and White
Mane, are $9.25 .
VIsit MuslcBoxTheatre .com for s howtlmes.

Tuesday
The Museum of Cont emporary Art ,
220 E. Chicago Ave. , invites all kn itt ers t o St itch ·n· Bitch, where they
can share knitting techniques. Admission is free, and the circle runs
from 5 :30 p.m. to 8 p. m.
Visit MCAChlcago.org for more Information.

Wednesday
The American Federation of Television and Radio Artists/Screen Actors Guilct Senior Radio Players wiU
perform at the Claudia Cassidy Theater, 77 E. Randolph St. The show
starts at 7 p.m. and includes st ories
about ghost s and Christmas. Admission is free.
scene

a man i

murders In his daydream. The 111m Is the second in a series of t hree films In the · ~· trilogy focu sing on the Inner
Courtesy VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

Finding humanity within stereotypes
Crispin Glover brings part two of
his 'It' trilogy to Chicago
by Matt Fagerholm

Assistant A&E Editor
CRISPIN GLOVER has m ade a career out of
playing misfits. From the n erdy dad in .Biu:lr
to the 1'llturl to the grotesque monster Gren·
del in the new &awulf, Glover has chosen
roles that could easily be targeted as objects
of ridicule or sympathy and has struggled
to make them three-dimensional.
In his first efforts as a film director, Glover
is making the It trilogy. Each of the films
focuses on people that society brands as
outcasts, and attempts to humanize them,
often in ways that aren't exactly pretty.
Part one, entitled what is It?, featured a
cast of actors with Down syndrome. The
film played in Chicago last year, and now
Glowr is back to present part two, It is fine!
EVERYTHING IS FINE!, co-directed by Qilvid
Brothers and starring Steve C. Stewart, a
man with cerebral palsy. Stewart wrote the
screenplay that ta kes place la rgely in his
character's daydream . when his marriage
proposal is turned down by the friendlybut-distant linda, he m urders h er, thus
leading him to go on a rampage where he
ew ntually overpoweiS-that is, kills- the
women he has sex with. Glover r~ntly
spoke with The Chronicle about his new

film.
The clironicle: What was it about

this film at some point," w as t he scene in
the car when [Steve] proposes marriage to
Linda. One of the things that's interesting
about the screenplay is that it isn't written as an autobiography. It's written as this
kind of television-murder-mystery movie. If
it h adn't been written in that style, I don't
feel like there would be as mu ch insight.
I knew he w as revealing something, but I
don 't know that he really knew necessarily how much w as being revealed. Th ere
are mysteries to this film I'll newr [solve[,
and even if Steve was h ere, he wouldn 't
either, which is part of the beauty to it. It
was a fantasy, and we figured it should be
a beautiful fantasy a nd make it as opulent
and as Jmuch [ like a corporately funded and
distributed film as possible, a nd yet keep
the integrity of the naive fa ntasy.
There is a blatant theatricality to many
scenes in It u Firul EVERYJHING IS FINE!
It was in the 1920s w hen it became standard for filmmakers to be working on sets
in totality, particu larly the ufa studios in
German y- Fritz Lang a nd Mumau . That
Crispin Gkwer directed the ·~· series featuring a cast
of actor,; wtth various disabilities. The latest in the [was[ really the height of set building.! supseries will premiere In Chicago Nov. 30.
pose it was innovative a t a certain point to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _AP_ get out of the studio and start shooting on
locations. In terms of expense for studios,
Steve's script that made you and David if you're shooting over and over again using
want to make it?
set pieces over and over again on soundCrispin Glowr: You certainly wouldn't stages, that is less expensive. When you're
call it a polished screenplay, but it had great
emotional impact. The scene that I w as
reading when I thought , "I have to produce
» S EE GLOVER, PG. 23

VIsit SenlorRa dloPiaye rs .co m for more
Information.

Thursday
The Heartland Cafe, 7000 N. Glenwood Ave., presents an evening of classic tunes performed by folk musician
Ul' Rev. The show starts at 9 p.m.
Call (773) 465-8005 for more Information.

Friday .
Come to Northwestern University's
Block Cinema, 4 0 Arts Circle Drive in
Evanston, to see Alfred Hitchcock's
1956 remake of The Man Wh o Knew
Too M uch at 8 p . m .
VIsit BlockMuse um.Northweste rn.edu for
more details.

Saturday
Hip hop artist Guillermo Scott Herren
will perform under the alias "Prefuse
73" tonight at the Empty Bottle, 1035
N. Western Ave. The show starts at
10 p.m. and tickets are $10.
Visit EmptyBottle .com for Information on
the concert.

Sunday
Pianist Yefim Bronfman performs
today at the Symphony Center, 220
S. Michigan Ave., as part of the Chicago Symphony Orchestra's Piano 8
series. The concert begins at 3 p.m. ,
and st udent tickets are $10 .
Call (773) 463-9642 for more information.
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Brett & Butter

Best Bets

No its, ands or butts about it

by Brett Marlow
Assistant A&£ Editor

Smoking will kill you. You'n! going to get
lung cancer ... and die! Do you know what
chemicals are in those? That is such a gross
habit, ugh!
Yeah, I know ... and?
Everyone has an addiction, but the funny
thing about having a visible addiction is just
that- it's visible; so people shouldn't judge.
When you have a visible addiction compared to having a closeted one, you're more
vulnerable to getting the lectures, the facts
arid the shameful gazes when you know
people are thinking, "Doesn't h e know
better? It's such a shame."
Do people really think s mokers are
unaware of the risks involved in taking a
puff of nicotine, tar and who knows what
else? There's a surgeon general's label on
the dam box. We know, OK? We may not be
proud, but we know.
People feel since it's in the open, it's OK to
lecture. But if we, those with visible addictions, knew what addictions others were

hiding, the dynamic of this addiction game
would be much different.
For example, when people walk by when
we're having a cigarette, we notice their
stares, their disapproving head shakes.
Smokers are among the ranks of people
addicted to coffee and workaholics. We're
among those who are visibly addicted to
their Blackberries (read: Crackberries).
We all have some sort of addictions to
get us through the day. But what do those
judgmental onlookers do when they get
home and are out of plain sight?
What if they're addicted to porn, can' t
get enough of leather clubs, sit in front of
a computer all day playing video games or
gamble their life savings away?
These are all addictions, but most people
don't flaunt them to the general public.
Those with visible addictions git>e up their
anonymity.
Restaurants and bars have set aside
smoking sections, but those will soon be
outlawed, further outcasting smokers.
My habit might be harmful, but I know it.
Others' addictions could be too, but people
aren't there to witness it happening.
·
I know I don't like being lectured about
mine, but I'm open to that scrutiny because
other addictions are private, I don't (usually) return the stares or preach to others
on the street. I hold my smoke in as others
walk by, and ask if it's OK to smoke around
those who don't.
Where are tlie campaigns, magazine ads
and patches to stop video game addiction,
food addiction or gambling? There aren't1

Chrissy Knows Best

Music
John Williams at Symphony Center
No music fan can possibly ignore the
arrival of John Williams to Chicago's
Symphony Center, 220 S. Michigan Ave.
Don't miss-williams delivering the final
of his four performances on Nov. 27,
as he presents his concert "American
Journey." The legendary film composer
will conduct the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra is to perform a variety of
works , including his bassoon concerto
"The Five Sacred Trees • and various
compositions written for cinema and
the Olympics. The s how concludes with
the infamous theme from E.T. General
Admission tickets range from $30 to
$119, while student tickets are
$10.
Visit CSO.org for more Information.
MCT

Film
because people are too shameful of their
addictions to bring them to the forefront.
If anything, most of those who smoke are
willing to owri up to their addictions and
make it public.
Remember the next time you glare, judge
or do the shameful head shake, you probably have your own addiction, too. The only
difference is mine is in the open and yours
might be in the comfort of your home. Be
fair.

Often referred to as the first science
fiction movie, Metropolis opens at the
Music Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport
Ave., on Dec. 1. In 1927, German dfrector Fritz Lang created tbe silent movie
which is about the struggle between
laborers and superiors in the year 2026
at the height of the Weimar Republic
era. The movie featured the first robot in
bmarlow@chroniclemail.com a film and was the most expensive film
of its time. Though garts of the original
version are believed to be lost, a shorter
vers ion will be shown at the Music Box.
Tickets are $9.25, and showtimes vary
throughout the day.

Five reasons to fear Christmas cheer

by Chrissy Mahlmeister
Managing Editor

Cue the holiday cheer. Cue the gagging.
I don't consider myself a scrooge by any
means, but some things about the holiday
season really irritate me. Even amongst the
young, glowing faces of children rosy from
the winter cold, I still twitch thinking about
having to set up that stupid Jesus manger
for my mom AGAIN or getting poked by the
garland wrapped around our staircase.
Here are a few things that make me
immediately break into a cold sweat when
the thought of the Christmas season trickles into my mind:
Santa hats with normal clothes: For a
few unfortunate months of my life I lived
above a bar. But it wasn't a sweet bar, it was
the kind of bar that had country nights
every Thursday and an occasional fist fight
right outside its doors. While it solidified
my not-so-nice thoughts on these bar hop pers, the nasty chicks that were drawn to
these bars somehow figured out how to
get even nastier- by wearing festive Santa
hats with their bright tube tops and belly
button rings. At first it was just a few girls,
but t hen it kept multiplying and multiplying to the point of whenever I left my apartment a barrage of them in high heels would

be stumbling toward me. It was a living
nightmare. In fact, just thinking about it
makes me insanely uncomfortable.
Snow globes: OK, this is coming from a
person who also hates trinkets, but I don't
see the point in these things. Why would
I want a Rudolph trapped under water? It
just makes me sad. Not to mention the little
fake snowflakes cause a constant flurry
over the poor little guy. To me it just looks
like some torture chamber. And the ones
with the terrible music? Don't even get me
started.
Mall Santa: Urn, how is all Santa not
creepy to parents? I don't care how bad
my kid wants to see him, I'm not letting
him near some shady fellow. Whenever I
see him sitting there in the mall, I always
wonder what he's doing the other 11 months
out of the year. I mean, how can someone
really perfect the essence of Santa if this
heart is only in it for a s mall period of time?
Those fake Santas aren't even dedicated like
clowns are. At least they have a school they
go to and learn their craft.
Gift cards: The biggest Christmas temptation of all. After hours of digging through
piles of sweaters at the Gap to find the perfect present for my brothers, the gift cards
sit quietly on the register, begging me to
take the easy way out. I always stop in my
tracks, pick one up (probably the cool hologram one) and weep over its existence. I
don't want to be a cop-out gift-giver, but
it:S just so easy when you're here, little gift
card. Even though its beauty calls forth my
attention, I never give into it. Resist it.
Trendy Christmas decorations: If you
have to decorate, at least use the classics.
I don't know what corporate conglomera tes decided they need to· throw a curve
ball every year into the mix of things. Some

...
Metropolis at the Music Box Theatre

Visit MuslcBoxTheatre.com for more
information.

of the worst trends include the infamous
icicle lights, blow up decorations for the
front lawn and fake wire deer wrapped in
lights grazing on the snow-covered grass.
In addition, what's up with people being
into fake everything? Fake trees, fake garland and even fake holly. What's next? Fake
stockings? Fake cookies? Let's just pretend
Santa is fake too while we' re at it.
While Christmastime does have its perks
(like excessive lounge_time), for me, it deli-·
nitely isn't the season to be jolly.

Food
All-you-can-eat dessert buffet

Make an appointment with your dentist
and get ready to satisfy your sweet
tooth. ViandRestaurant, 155 E. Ontario
St., serves up decadent and succulent
treats like banana s'mores with chocolate brownies, carrot cake fritters with
orange cream cheese filling and caracmahlmeister@chroniclemail.com melized bananas with marshmallows.
Sink your teeth into this luscious all-youcan-eat lineup Nov. 30 and Dec. 1 from
9 p.rri. to midnight. The buffet costs
$17 and includes a glass of bubbly.
Call (773) 929-5363 for more Information.

Performance
Weapons of Mass Impact
If you're in the mood for dramatic theater, don't miss your chance to see
"Weapons of Mass Impact• before it
end10 Dec. 2. "Weapons of Mass Impact• is a story of three women who find
themselves separated, imprisoned a nd
interrogated by three masked men. The
women then meet up to discuss their
ability to survive t he traumatic event in a
s mall coffee s hop. The show, which will
be perfo rmed at A Red Orchid Theater,
1531 N. We lls St. will start at 8 p.m. on
Dec 1. Tickets are $15 to $25.
LIQUID LIBRARY

-----------------------

Call (312) 943-8722 for more ln(ormatlon.
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Garage sales can bring great finds ••• and addictions
by James A. Fussell
WHEN PEOPLE have gone to more than 25,000
garage sales, they tend to accumulate a lot
of stuff.
Just ask Lisa Payne. She has a walk-out
basement nobody can walk into and a threecar-garage that barely fits one vehicle.
With more than 100 cardboard boxes full
of garage-sale treasures taking over her
lower level, some might call the Overland
Park, Kan., woman fanatical or obsessed.
she prefers to think of herself as passionate
and dedicated.
She's hardJy alone.
Every year in Ainerica, buyers make more
than 500 million stops at the humble garage
sale. It's a $3 billion off-the-books market,
said Bruce Littlefield, author of the new
book Garage Sale America. Littlefield said
it's no wonder garage sales are hotter than
ever.
"Having nice things doesn't have to be
expensive, and spotting the potential in
something that others are done with brings
great satisfaction," Littlefield wrote. "The
possibilities are limitless, and the pursuit
contagious."
When Payne became a corporate attorney, her parents were thrilled. They were
less so, seven years later, when she gave up
law to devote her life to garage sales.
Payne grew up in a heme where no one
went to garage sales. While her parents
weren't elitists, they didn't like the idea of
buying stuff that others had cast off.
"I think they were stupefied," Payne said.
"They were like, 'What could you possibly
say to that?'"
When she began going to garage sales in
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Self-described ·garage-sale-ahollc' Barbara Senter checks out a plastic hand a t a garage sale in Indepen-

dence, Mo., on June 26. She said garage sales are her compulsion of choice.
MCT

the mid-1980s, she was pregnant with her
first child. She bought items for her soonto-be-born child for pennies on the dollar.
Later, when her son played baseball, he'd
rip the knees of his jean~.
"Parents would say, 'Well, there goe.s a
$25 pair of jeans.' And I'm like, 'Ha! I paid
25 cents!'" she said.
It got so bad, she once took a garage sale
excursion while on vacation in Florida,and
she bought so much stuff she had to have it
shipped back home.
But in 1997, it all paid off. She took every. thing she had learned and wrote a book
called Once Upon a Garage Sale. The book, a

practical guide to getting mor e out of a
garage sale, was a hit.
For Payne it was vindication that she had
made the right career decision.
But if there's a downside to going to
garage sales, it's that it's hard to set limits
on what is purchased.
"If one of something is good, two is twice
as good," she said. "Unfortunately that can
increase to three, four or 10 times as good."
Then again, she has found many bargains,
such as a Coach purse in perfect condition
for $2 and a signed lithograph worth nearly
$500 for $5. Beyond the money, she's even
found out a few things about herself.

"I found ou t th at I' m very friendly;·
she said. "And I can ta lk to anybody about
anything."
For Barbara Senter, garage-sale season
means detours while driving.
The 51-year-old "garage-sale- aholic"
rarely takes a direct route during garage·
sale season. If she sees a s ign with an
address or arrow, she's going.
Her husband, Jerry, has good-naturedly
threatened her with a u -step,program.She
said she's fi nding bargains; h e said s he's
junking up the house. He's even taken away
the keys to the van, figuring a s maller car
means smaller piles of s tuff.
But Senter doesn't just buy for herself. She
also buys for her 11 grandch ildren, friends
and even her husband, and they don't seem
to m ind.
"They 're elated," Senter said. "And it's
because I find the perfect th ing for t he
perfect person. For example, this little girl
whose daddy I work for is into the 'Brady
Bunch.' So at this garage sale I find this
'Brady Bunch' vase. It's shaped like a television set with all the Bradys' faces on it.
I put flowers in it. So now she's the envy
of all her cousins, who also collect 'Brady
Bunch' things."
Senter puts her finds in two places- her
car and a storage room that's rapidly running out of space.
"I have to-the-ceiling games, to-the-ceiling dolls, to-the-ceiling stuff," she said.
It drives Jerry nuts.
"It's a compulsion," she said. "But I can't
help myself. It's so much fun (and] the
cheapest thrill in the world.''

...
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Jack Ass
OF THE WEEK

Andrew A. Nelles, Photo Editor

Most bizarre foods

City-related annoyances

Smelt: Alot of people enjoy the fried version
of this small fish. However, if you go s melt
dipping in Lake Michigan and you're the
newbie, you've got to eat one live. I fo und
it best to start with the h ead. That way it
stops wiggling when you reach the tail.

"Chi-Town": Ch icago is already a s hort
word, there is n o need to abbreviate
with the equally long "Chi-town." There
is no justification to utter this sayin g .

Durian: Usually fruit tends to be a safe bet,
but this little delicacy smells like zombie
feet and tastes like aged French ch eese.
Balut: This is nothing more than a h ardboiled goose egg. The catch? The egg was
boiled days before h atching which means
the little baby goose is inside, feathe rs and
all. Yum.
Magicicada: Also known as the 17-year
cicada. While most Chicagoa ns were
annoyed by this little pest's mating call, I
was finding new recipes on h ow to prepare
them. Grilling, frying and baking all came
out OK, but nothing compare~ to alive and
kicking. They tasted a little like cashews.

The ad prank: Go to CraigsList.org and
make a post for a "Brand new sgb !PHONE."
In the post, say you need cash fast and
that you got the phone as a gift. Then,
make the asking price far, below retail
walking roadblocks: If you are walking value. Leave your friend's name and phone
at a slow pace with friends, be considerate number followed by "DO NOT E-MAIL."
and allow others, who may be in a hurry, to
" Did you hear?": Next time you get a
go around you.
phone call from a friend, answer it by
Closed sidewalks: Having to repeatedly
saying: "Oh my God, did you h ear? Michael
J ordan just died in a car accident!"
change your side of the street due to construction can really make a short walk
"We have to talk": Call your friend and
absolutely nerve-racking.
sound very serious. Tell them they h ave
Rerouted Red Line: I hate w alking to
to meet with you ASAP. select a locathe Harrison stop just to find out I need
tion like a side street or cafe. Once they
to walk to Adams and Wabash to catch a
ask you what's going on say, "Nothing,
northbound train.
I wanted to see if you had a cigarette."
"El-Train": Again, you have the option to
just say "el" in reference to the elevated
train system, "el-Tniin" is simply unnecessary. The situation is even worse if the
person is actually referring to the subway.

Fish-flavored ice cream: I don't know why
eating ice cream made with fish oil seemed
like a good idea, but it turned out to be the
worst idea ever.

li()\~f f()
How to function without sleep.
with Jessica Calliart
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Finals week is quickly approaching.
If you're like me, you've procrastinated
the entire sem ester, and panic will
set in when you realize there s imply
is n't enough time in th e day to finis h
everything.
If you find yourself in the s ticky situation where it looks like you'll be spending
many sleepless nights during these last
weeks working on last minute assign ments, there are ways to get everything
done without s leep a nd function like a
normal human being.
Proper nutritio,n
• Most people identify coffee as a highly
caffeinated beverage that will h elp you
s tay a wake. We a ll know coffee does
have a lot of caffe ine, but don't overload
yourself with caffeine. Drink it steadily
through out the night an d also drink
wate r in between cups of coffee to keep
you hydrated . Coffee is chock full of ca f-

Pranks to pull on friends

feine, a stimulant;which will dehydrate
you if you drink too much.
•Steer clear of any sort of medication.
You don 't w ant to pull a Jessie from
"Saved by th e Bell" and get addicted to
caffeine pills. No matter how worried you
are about your trigonometry test, the re's
no sense in taking "drugs".and ruining
your performance with Kelly and Lisa at
The Max.
• Don't forget to eat. Your body w ill
already feel out of w hack from your lack
of sleep, so try to at least snack during
your all-night cram session. Cracke rs a re
probably a good opt ion that won't upset
your stomach when your body Is craving
sleep.
Scheduling
•Set som e goals for yourself for the
eve ning. Make a lis t of w hat tasks you
need to get done by a certain t ime in t he
even ing/early morning. w he n you fin ish

There is a reason santa uses a sleigh to get
Remote-less: Find your roommate's remote from one place to another instead of a rope.
and hide it somewhere in the house. Act like When repelling 30 feet down an sq"f?Ot
you know nothing and watch him suffer. si&~:~, the last thing to be worried about is
facial hair getting caught.
The last piece: Finish the last ice cream · Part ofConroe, Texas' annual tree lighting
sandwich at your place and then put some- ceremony involves Santa repelling down an
thing of equal weight back in the box. Once so-foot billboard, after lighting a so-foot tall
your friends shake it to see if there's any left, Christmas tree, to greet the children below.
they'll reach in and be very disappointed. According to KHOU-TV, on Nov.l7, while
repelling down a sign, James Bossum, a
rock climber who dressed as Santa ffii the
event, got his "beard" caught in the latch
attached to the rope he was using to rappel
down from the top of the sign. Although a
knife was tossed to Bossum so he could cut
the snagged part of the beard loose, he w as
still unable to climb down. He was stuck
in the air for more than a half-hour before
Conroe firefighters were able to rescue him
with a ladder.
Bossum said he keeps his real beard ~hort
for this very reason. Prior to the event, he .
had not practiced going down the sign with
the beard on , so he h ad not expected it to
get snagged.
"They asked me to Jappel down the sign.
I couldn't pass it up; Bossurn said.
Though it's good to know he is safe,
during this event, Bossum's carelessness
showed the children of Conroe that a fire fighter is a better person to believe in than
a task by the set deadline, reward yourself
Santa Claus, becau se the firefighters came
with 30 minutes of Internet surfing, time
through when Santa could not.
to watch one h alf-hour rerun of "Mama's
Why weren't the people supervising the
Family" or a cigarette brea k- a very long
stunt taking into account the fact that the
cigarette break.
beard could get caught? wearing a Santa
• If you feel like you're starting to doze
suit should not be considered a license to
off in the m iddle of your research paper,
be reckless, whether it was intentional or
don't fight it. Set an alarm, then sit back
not. They were asking him to do it because
in a comfortable chair for a few minutes
they wanted a professional who would do
to rest your eyes. If you're almost certain
it right.
Though this is considered an accident,
you're going to pass out, lay down a nd
sleep for 90 minutes, the time it takes you
I feel like most people would have taken
to go through one sleep cycle. You will
into account that this long beard or even
wake up feeling a bit more rested.
the loose clothing Santa wears might get
• If you have t hat on e frie nd who stays
caugh t in the latch and taken measures to
up all hours of the night, call them when
see that it didn't h appen.This guy was just
you feel like you're about to give up. If you
too excited for Ch ristmas and wanted to do
don't have a nyone to call, take a w alk to
som eth ing cool.
the nearest convenience store to pick up
a snack, or just get some fresh air.
- L. Smucker
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Internet radio tunes its dial
toward social networking
Jango.com offers music, an
opportunity to network with others

by Brett Marlow
Assistant A&E Editor
A NEW Internet radio service is giving listeners something to talk about.
Jango.com offers users the ability to
create personalized radio stations which
turns typical radio-listening into a form of
socialization through networking features.
When members have added artists to
their stations, they are able to see users
who ar~ listening to the same artists, access
their stations and initiate conversation
with members who have similar musical
tastes.
Jango was in private beta testing four
months prior to its launch on Nov. U. While
in testing, more than 300,000 people created stations and close to 70,000 registered
by accepting private invitations. Now, users
can register for free by entering their e-mail
addresses and creating a password.
"'Social' [is) not just a matter of meeting
new people; it can be listening to the same
music that your friends are at the same
time," said Daniel Kaufman, CEO of Jango.
"We felt like the [other] social music sites
weren't that social. The social aspect was

(that] you could link to some profile pages.
But the services didn't lend themselves for
people to naturally socialize."
A user can listen to anoth er u ser's station,and if a user like it,send a "thank you"
message. Users can respond with "you're
welcome" messages. It's an easier way to
start conversation, Kaufman said.
"If you go to [other radio networking sites
like] Pandora or LastFM, you could in theory
go to someone's profile page and send them
an e-mail saying 'Hey, how are you? We have
similar taste in music.' But it's not that natural," Kaufman said. "It's a pretty forward
thing to do; it's like poking someone on
Facebook you don't know."
Jango and P"andora allow users to rate
songs so that they cater more toward their
liking. Pandora, however, has expanded its
capabilities, allowing its users to stream·
their online playlists and stations on cell
phones and .has added a component to
use in a home s tereo to bring in stations
from Pandora, said Tom Westergen, CEO
of Pandora.
Kaufman said by the end of the year
Jango will have applications that users can
embed on their Facebook and MySpace profile pages.Jango is also working on a miniplayer, an application that allows a user to
listen to their stations without having to

open a browser window. With Jango, users
can navigate through the website and the
station will continue to play..
David Berner, a faculty member in Columbia's Radio Department,-said he feels Internet radio is taking "}Yay from terrestrial, or
regular, radio.
"The fact that (Internet radio sites[ are
adding other elements to that interactive
experience is good because the consumer
right now is very much into 'listen to something, watch something, e-mail somebody,
blog somebody'-do all those things at the
same time. That's what the future [is! going
to be like," Berner said.
Berner said he feels Internet radio and its
growing features create large competition
with terrestrial radio.
"The biggest problem of terrestrial radio
to me right now is there's nothing about it
that's on-demand," Berner said. "You can
go to a podcast, to iTUnes, and get what you
want right now. Radio doesn't really have
that opportunity."
·
But Berner remains skeptical that Internet radio is going to take over.
"I don't think it will be something that's
going to overtake terrestrial radio;· Berner
said.
Matt Jordan, freshman audio arts and
acoustics major at Columbia, said he likes

'/

Allyson McGovern THE CHRONICLE

Internet radio because it gives him more
options.
"I like choosing the music I listen to,"
Jordan said.
The concept of socialization and Internet
radio was also something Jordan said he
would definitely check out.

For more information or to sign up, visit
Jango.com.
bmarlow@chroniclemail.com
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Famous percussionist steals the
show and the Christmas spirit

Joe Perry but (the other members aren't as
well-known]."
After the writers agreed on the idea,,t!J.e
story began to take shape. One of thO'~
by Luke Smucker
actors and writers was Sam Weine}'f~O
Assistant A&E Editor
plays the Christtnas Spirit.
•
JOEY KRAMER, the drummer for Aero.,smith,
Weiner and some of his friends had
lives at the North Pole- Christmas Town, been watching Aerosmith music vld~oS"'on l:JI..III'I
to be specific. He has kidnapped the Christ- YouTube for the past few months prior to
mas Spirit, and the only one who can stop_ writing the play, and the band had become
him is the Christmas Wizard and the other somewhat of an inside joke.
"Every time they would have a comeback
magical christmas creatures.
Kramer, played by Tim Paul, along with every member of the band was surprised,"
the other characters of Christmas Town, Weiner said. "But no one wj!""m"'Ore-~'t.r
are part of Annoyance Theatre's production prised than the drummer~j
\
In order to come up with dialogue for the
of "An Aerosmith Christmas," a production
very similar to another holiday classic, How script, the actors would ifuprj:wise see~
loosely based on a script 8J!vefol!ed for the;_
the Grinch Stole Christmas.
"An Aerosmith Christmas" was written by show. Later, the cast combe~~rthe script ,
director Sean Cusick and the actors in the and added jokes and whatevereJSe it took
show. Cusick said he and his group of writ- to make the scene run smoothly;'
"In the end it 's a very collaborfitive proers and actors, who had recently finished
t heir production of "Dr. Amazing, Your cess," Weiner said. "We are goia~olrerj!}!\.llS
Country Needs You!", had a goal to make a and the script and fine-tunitXg t~ings until
' · • r , .. holiday classic like the stories of Rudolph, the the opening of the shoW." ·
Red-Nosed Reindeer, A Charlie Brown Christmas
The Annoyan~c; T-heatre's managing
and How the Grinch Stole Christmas.
director, Mike Canale, who saw "An Aero- jleft to right) Gina Nicewonger as Jillian, Wes Haney as the Christmas Wizard, Andrew Peyton as Julian,
"We got into a conversation about what smith christmas" on its openirw night ,and Sam Weiner as the Christmas Spirit, are on a mission to stop the evil Joey Kramer, played by nm
·
· d
h
h.-~,-~ Paul, from ru1mng Chnstmas.
we wanted for the show an"'d we settled on sat'd h e IS
exctte to see ow t l!\IS~
Courtesy ANNOYANCE THEATRE
the Grinch idea," Cusick said. "The writ- does because of its original ch a&cters --~=.=-----------------------------
ers of the show came to me and said, 'Well and because the script was wri-~~th;',.... "He'~unniest guy I know," Costanzo Joey Kramer and make it hilarious, that's·
we've got this germ of a thought here for actors.
.- -~"
~ · ~ i;i!id. " I kn~_was going to be a really good my favorite thing," Cost anzo said.
the drummer from Aerosmith."'
"It's nothing like any other ~0 ~~~
· s . w, and it deiiv..,red."
.
.
Cusick said he didn't know who the Christmas show you'll ever see; <;a~ -~ ~ at surprised
the most was
~n Aerosmith Christmlls' shows every Fnday
drummer for Aerosmith was at first. The "(It's] ki.nd of (like] the Grinch on crack."
was so little at 10 p.m. until Jan. 2 atthe Annoyance Theatre,
writers said they wanted to portray him
So~hmore Quinn ~ostanzo, a~""ra _ ~:-_
put into the
4830N.BroadwaySt.Allshuwsare$15.CIIll(m)
as the bad guy in the play because no one ti~g major at Columbia, said ~)lc;n;.jffs almost like a running
561-4664 for more information.
knows who he is.
frjend, Conner O'Malley, ~~0:-plays the show. Costanzo said
"He's the one person from Aerosmith 1\>{ilyor of Christtnas TOYJ9; fnvited him to had a
Ismucher@chroniclemail.com
that no one really thinks about," Cusick tlte show, he knew i~ld be good before
said. "People can name Steven Tyler and ~ even got there. //'
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A. BEFORE YOU ENTER:
Restroom Etiquette Begins Outside
Women are galleraily encouraged to be
friendly while entering the bathroom. A
'hello' is polite, ·especially after eye contact has been made.

No Calls

Men are discouraged from any communication. Walking in together or making
eye contact is considered especially
bad.

No Smoking

No Pictures

C. PICKING YOUR SPOT:
WOMEN: Women are known to chat in the bathroom, but when it comes to picking a spot to
tinkle or do 1heir business, having some space between themselves and the other ladies in the
stalls seem to be the preference.

ReSTROOM 101
Michael Sykes entered the bathroom at work to take a No . 2. Following behind him was a
co-wor1<er who initiated a conversation through the stall wall. A few seconds later, a third
co-wor1<er entered the bathroom and the guy continued to chat while Sykes was busy doing his business. Sykes grunted, hinting at the fact that he was there in the public restroom
space to do one thinQ-i!O to the bathroom and get out.
Sykes said it was one of the most awkward encounters and situations he's been in
while using a public restroom. But for many people , these situations aren't as infrequent
as one may think.
Sykes runs a website called the International Center for Bathroom Etiquette, ICBE.
org. He sta rted the website in 1996 after hearing bathroom horror stories from a friend . It
initially focused on proper urinal etiquette, but has evolved to encompass taboo subjects
dealing with what Sykes and his ci rcle of f[iends deem the proper or "collective· opinion
of what is right and wrong to do in the restroom. But practicing bathroom etiquette and
learning what it is, isn't hard.
"(The website] is a mix of daily general rules and special scenarios that don't always
come up that often," Sykes said.
His website covers topics like courtesies when it comes to using urinals, dealing with
people who socialize in the restroom and when a person notices or hears someone masturbating in the bathroom and how to handle these uncomfortable and often awkward situations. Other than the circumstances Sykes and his friend have been in, he also tackles
cases visitors have w ritten in about.
"There are a lot of people not following the rules," he said.
Sykes, 31, who wor1<s in the science field, said he wor1<s alongside Nobel Prize winners
who don't wash their hands after using the restroom.
There are general etiquette rules like not talking while chewing or not placing elbows on
the table while eating, but when it comes to the restroom , those rules aren't often taught.
"There are guys who clearly don't know bathroom etiquette. If these guys can be educated or enlightened, that would be nice," Sykes said.
Dave Praeger, editor of PoopReport.com, a poop humor website, and author of Poop
Culture: Ho w America /s Shaped by /Is Grossest National Products, a book about America's taboos and shamefulness in the bathroom touched on the uneasiness in restrooms.
"I think both men's and women's rooms exist on a strange plane . It's not quite public,
and it's not quite private, but a little of both ," Praeger said.
Praeger said because of that, there is a lot of confusion on the way to behave in public
restrooms. Some people don't mind the exchanges or being obvious about what they're
doing in the bathroom, but others do.
Some people go into the bathroom and don't care who hears them or knows what
they're there to do. Others don't want anyone to know that it's them In the bathroom,

No Food

No Music

•
~ 11141.
- ':1.
MEN: When it comes to men, the general urinal rule is to leave ~ •space between)tjU and

another person. Scope out the bathroom, and plan your spot to go. Don't rush.tQ l!1e urinals,
make sure there is no one using them and give space between stalls. .
'h ,

Praeger said.
....... ...
Praeger said if people realize restrooms are shared spaces, more people might be
prone to treating the bathrooms better and improve interaction with one another while
in them.
"What it comes down to is respecting the Individual's rights. You can't force your beliefs
on someone else in religion, politics or in the bathroom. If you're sharing the space, you
have to respect that the space is shared," Praeger said.
Etiquette experts and bathroom aficionados alike have some standards when it comes
to No. 1, No. 2 and general bathroom behaviors. Sykes, among detailing what to do with
other bathroom situations, has outlined and defined what he deems proper etiquette from
his own experiences and observations in the bathrooms and other topics visitors have
written about.
"I guess [people don't care] because they tend to be unwritten rules that people don't
talk about," Sykes said. "We have sex education in school or you might talk to your children
about etiquette , but it's not that kind of thing you especially learn from your parents."
Sykes said his website is specifically for adults still lacking in this area.

LAVATORY LINGUISTICS/ TOILET TALK
For men and women, the atmosphere is different when it comes to socia~zing and chatting
in the bathroom, Sykes said.
"Women go to the bathroom explicitly to talk," Sykes said. "Men go to the bathroom
to pee and whatnot. I think the best advice (for men] is to try to make it clear you're not
interested in chatting without making it outright rude."
Sykes said he usually grunts or gives a nod to signal he's not there to chat Heitz said it's
rude to talk between stalls, but depending on who is in the restroom, the rules change.
"If it's just two people, yourself with a friend, that's one story," said Carmen Heitz, director of the Etiquette School based in Chicago. "But you never know in a public restroom
who may come in and who may not. Shouting between stalls is not quite tile besl tiling."
Praeger said he is strongly against any type of bathroom conversation.
"I want to be able to go in and do my thing, whether I'm just going in or if I have a book
and want to spend 10 minutes," Praeger said . "But I want it to be private. I want It to .!1&
quiet and I don't want to be both~red. I think most people would agree wilh lhat."
But it's not just men who are bothered. It's known women go to the balhroom to talk, but
to some women, it's still irritating.
"It's annoying when people talk to each other because you know what they're doing."
said Angela Cimarusti, a freshman art history major at Columbia.
Generally, Sykes said, If a conversation is started on the way to the bathroom. a per·
son should pause until he's finished or wrap It up at the sink before going further Into the
bathroom to do your business.
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0. WHILE ON THE TOILET/AT THE URINAL:

DO NOT TALK THROUGH THE STALLS
Conversations in the bathroom are generally to be avoided. Avoid start·
ing up conversations in the bathroom, especially if the other person is
in a stall. Just because you are comfortable with talking while going
!'lo. 2, it doesn't mean everyone else is.

UFT UP THE SEAT
Please lift up the seat while urinating to prevent splatl~r and help keep the facilities clean
and safe. Please put the seat back down when
you're done.

E.

WASHING
.YOUR HANDS
·!..>•''
2. APPLY SOAP

1. WEt' HANDS

3. LATHER

4. RINSE FOR AT LEAST 20 SECONDS

5. DRY

6. WIPE SINK

FLUSHING PHONES

UNREFINED URINALS

Praeger said he would view talking on a cell phone in the bathroom, the same way he
views talking on a train or on a bus.

In his book where he discusses bathroom etiquette, Praeger said one rule for him is what
he calls the ' urinal rule."
'One guy can't go next to another guy: you ·have to put a urinal between them," he said.
Sykes lays out some guidelines for proper urinal use which include different strategies
depending on the bathroom sitUation one is in.
' If there's a whole row [of urinals) and it is completely empty, I think the general thing
to do is go toward the end of the row," Sykes said. "If there's somebody (using one], go to
t he opJX?site end ."
He recommends scouting out the bathroom before making a beeline toward a urinal.

"If you're going to be loud and scream on your cell phone, then you're being a jerk,"
Praeger said.
Proper etiquette, according to Heitz, is that a cell phone conversation should be something private and everyone else should not hear.
But Sykes' approach _to addressing cell phone 'bathroom users goes a step further.
"If [someone) is in the restroom on the phone, I just flush like crazy to make the person
on the other end know what's go ing on," Sykes said. "If you want to sit and text m essage
away, that's fine ... but [talking on a cell phone] is rude to other people using the bathroom
and potentially to the person on the other end [of the conversation]."

DEFYING DISINFECTANTS
Like Sykes' experience with noticing his co-workef$ not washing their hands, there's awk·
wardness jn handling such a situation. Sykes said he is asked this question in e-mail all

the time .
"I don't think there is a good way to handle it. This is an incredibly awkward situation
[where)l tend to not say anything," Sykes said. ' I generally think that saying something
would cause more problems t han it helps."
Heitz said it's the one thing people can't confront others about.
"It's off-limits,' Heitz said. "You could put up a sign saying 'Everyone must wash their
hands,' but ultimately an adult has the prerogative to do so or not."
Sykes said he can't fathom why people do not wash their hands and because of that,
he can't think of a real solution to the problem.

SACRILEGIOUS SANITATION
Walking into a bathroom that hasn't been tidied can be unsettling, but a few things should
be done in the bathroom and after using the restroom, Heitz said.
Praeger's rule is " Doo' onto others as you would have them 'doo' onto you." And what
that means is simple-if a mess is made on the seat-dean it up.
Sykes said chances are people don't like to be told they're filthy slobs, but sometimes
something needs to be said .
' If someone is leaving feces everywhere, you've just got to tell them; ·Sykes said. ' If
someone is just leaving sink water everywhere, I don't think that's a serious enough to
approach somebody, but if they pee all over the seat constantly, maybe they do need to

be approached about it."

Someone may be using it.
'From the mirror, with a quick glance I can tell if the (urinals] are occupied. If they are,
t hen I ean head to the stalls without looking like a total doofus; Sykes said. "You don't
want to startie the guy who is peeing."

OTHER RESTROOM RULES
Things happen, like running out of toilet paper in the stall. For Heitz, she said since these
things do happen, it's perfectly acceptable to ask for assistance.
"'i'ou can say, 'I apologize, I just ran out of toilet paper. Would you be so kind to pass a
roll?' If it happens, you've got to say something," Heitz said .
"If you're a guy and need toilet paper because you've taken a poop, it probably would
be better to ask than walk out of the bathroom with poopy pants," Sykes said.
Sykes recommended making sure the person who helped with the extra roll has cleared
out before exiting.
Bathroom etiquette isn't something widely taught, but common rules people should
know, whether or not they're grossed out by using public restrooms, Sykes said .
Heitz said she feels as though the reason people disrespect the bathroom and others
using it could be because of one of two things.
"They're either treating it like they're at home, or the other theory is they feel as if
they' re not at ho me and nobody sees them because it's a public restroom," Heitz said.
"[They think) it's a free-for-all , which it's not."
But once someone know s the basics, there are no excuses, according to Heitz.
"If you don't know [etiquette), it's OK not to know, but once you know, then it's a different
story; Heitz said.

For more information on bathroom etiquette, visit ICBE.org. For further information
about etiquette classes, visit TheEtiquetteSchool.com.
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I didn't speak in it, the
I had a hair fetish and au:<n•:.•:4
things had to do with
Continued from PG. 13 was funny to me was
thinking about Steve
Character in 'Charlie's
when I was shooting it,
Angels' partly an homage I knew that I was going to take the
to Stewart, Glover says
money from [Chllrlie's Angels] and
put it directly into
doing it once it"s actually more IS FINE!). So it was like a
expensive, and it's less expensive ode to Steve Stewart.
to shoot on location. And that's
become the norm now. But really
Glover will be appearing the Music
if you're trying to shoot some- Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport Ave.,
thing that is ultimately going to from Nov. 30 to Dec. 2. '11te.;t;!:l~~ro
be a two-dimensional thing- gram will include his live per[orm ce,
the screen is a two-dimensional "Crispin Hellion Glover'S. ~JI-8 "de
thing-it's more difficult if you're Show; followed by the Ch1icru:IO'tfFe~
shooting on a location than it is miere ofIt is fine! '"'"o:v'i'i.r"""'
if you're shooting on something FINE!, then corrcl•rdiiUJ
that has been designed to be shot and booh sig;ring. Visit M"'-'"Do;u
1s-Ahii EVERYTHING IS ANE!' a man with cerebral palsy fantasizes about meeting and killing women. Glover said screenfor a two-dimensional image. It"s atre.com:flr further details.
wri ter Steve' Stewart wanted to break the anielic stereotypes of the disabled in cinema.
.
_;.i
not about trying to fool people
.. \
Courtesy VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS
into believing that t h is is a real
mfagerholm@chroniclemail.corpthing because a film isn't a real
thing. It's always a fantasy.
were there any directors who
influenced your approach to this
material?
When I was making What is
It? there were specific directors
that I was thinking of while I was
editing: Werner Herzog, Rainer
Werner Fassbinder, Luis Bunuel
and Stanley Kubrick. But [with]
this film, we were not thinking
specifically of directors. David
works as a visual artist in Salt Lake
City, Utah, and was always into
the idea of completely shooting on
sets. We could've shot it on video
years ago, bu,t it was understood
that this really needed to be done
right, and it was better to be shot
on film. I realized I could incorporate Steve into partone.Originally
this was going to be part three, but
in 2000 one of his lungs collapsed
and it became apparent that if we
didn't shoot something soon, we
may never get to shoot at all.
Steve seemed determined to
break stereotypes about the
disabledAbsolutely. I often [dislike]
films dealing with people that
have handicaps. You're supposed
to be elevated by something
that is good or of high spiritual
value that is invigorating. That has cond escen sion to it, and
I know that it really angered
[Steve]. He wasn't an angry type,
but he really didn't like that. And
I knew what he was talking about.
Somebody with a handicap ... of
course they can be a nice person
and they can also not be such a
nice person, too, because they're a
person. And it's like he certainly
understood that. He obvious ly
[was] not in his day-to-day life a
frustrated or angry person, and
in the film he comes off with
a charming personality. But
obviously there was something in
there that he was expressing that
wasangryandfrustrated, and that's
FREEBIES ISU8S & CLUBS ONLYI
understandable. And t hat's part
On10n. lettuce. allalla sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. D110n mustard. 011 & vmegar. and oregano
of what the catharsis is in the
film.
What role have you had the
most artistic control over?
Out of all the films I've acted in,
whether it was a small independent or a big studio film, Chllrlie's
Angels is the one that I had the
most influence on how my character that I played developed.
Ho~ I looked, the fact that I was
fighting with a cane, the fact that
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SHOULDER SHRUG

NOT BAD. NOT BAD

WORTH A GIGGLE

HAPPY ONICEI

PRINT

PREVIOUS TENANT'S MAIL

CHICAGO TRIBUNE NOV. 20: BUSINESS SECTION

NINE STORIES BY J.D. SAUNGER

As if Chicago's mail system isn't enough to drive someone nuts.
why does it always seem that the only envelopes in the mailbox

Business stories can be somewhat dry, but the Chicago Tri-

catcher in the Rye still sells 250,000 copies a year and will
always be considered Salinger's masterpiece, but give yourself
the gift of checking out this slim volume of short stories as well.
"A Perfect Day for Bananafish." "The Laughing Man· and "For
Esme. with Love and Squalor· are almost completely perfect.
- W. Giglio

arc addressed to the previous tenant? Sure irs fun to commit
a federal offense and open a letter now and then, but is it so
wrong to wish it was your own mail,? - A Maurer

bune's Business section on Nov. 20 had a great surprise. Stephen Franklin, a staff reporter. wrote an investigative story about
union "shams." Although a short story, this investigative piece
exposing corruption is the meatiest and most interesting to read,
especially from a journalist's perspective. - 8. Schlikerman

'THE BACHELOR' SEASON ANALE

'THE HILLS '

'NIRVANA UNPLUGGED'

My roommates love "The Bachelor: and I was forced to watch
this dreadful season every Monday. Not only is the show obviously partly-scripted , but the bachelor and the women on the
show are faker than a boob job in Hollywood. And there's a

I'm ashamed to admit that I watch "The Hills." The drama and
lavish lifestyles draw me in each week, and I want to know more.
Recently the show has been criticized for not being • real enough."
but who cares? In fact, I watch it because it's not real and it's not
my life. -8. Schllkerman

If you've never had the char1ce to see Nirvana's famou s unplugged set, you will finally get your chance. The DVD feature s
5.1 surround sound which makes you feel like you're rea ttY In the
audience, and two songs not shown in the MTV broadcast , "Oh
Me" and · something in the Way." - L Smucker

CAFE TACUBA: 'SINO'

DEAR JAYNE:,'TALKIN' 'BOUT HIMSELF'

WORLD'S LARGEST HOLIDAY CAROL

Tiley arc the best Latin alternative music group from Mexico City.
~ volver a Cornenzar ~ is an awesome track; I play 1t over and over
and never get bored. The ent1re album gets me in a good mood
and keeps me dancing all the time. -s. Tabares

I don't watch MTV, listen to KISS FM or B96 , and this is why.
The repetitive beat and lyrics in Dear Jayne's new si{lgle make
me thillf< this would only be a good listen in a crowded dance
club, (which I also don't visit) where it's too loud to actually care
what's playing over the speakers . -Q. Milton

Here's to you , Chicago, for breaking the Guinness World Record
tor the World's Largest Holiday Carol at the 2007 Magnificent
Mile Lights Festival on Nov. 17. Apparently more than 12,000
people joined in, beating the last record by more t han 6 ,300.
- A. Maurer

surpri se ending- the bachelor picks no one! What a jerk . -D.

Kucynda
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TAXICABS

TEXT MESSAGING

CROC SHOES

If I could give this an angry icon, I would. Cabs are the only thing
I cannot tolerate when I am driving downtown. Most of the taxi
cab drivers flip me off and carelessly swerve in front of me. They
have no re' pect lor the road. UGH!II -s. Tabares

I hate texting, and I' m awful at it. Maybe it's j ust my love of grammar that forces me to spell everything out, instead of texting
LOLCats style, or the fact that I'm too impatient to type. Either
way, if you text me "what r u doin?" don't be surprised if I reply
with a phone call. -Q. Milton

Just when you thought nothing could be worse than the return of
mullets, here come Crocs. They're like a mix between ftip ftops
and clogs, and people wear them because they're supposedly
comfortable. If only they were good looking. But, they're not. So,
Crocs are a crock. -B. Marlow
r:t\ ~ r.;'\
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elly's 'Southland' empire of seH-indulgence
This film is not as bad as
everyone claim s- it's worse
by Matt Fagerholm
Assista nt A& E Editor
a time, there was a little movie
called Donnie Darho. It freshly combined
audacious scien ce fiction with infectious
social satire, though itfailed to find an audience upon its initial release. Som e would
claim its dark subject matter- that included a plane engine crashing into a housewas not what audiences were looking for a
month after 9/11. Yet on DVD, this film was
miraculously resurrected by viewers who
. felt they had just discovered a lost treasure.
Its 26-year-old director, Rich ard Kelly, was
suddenly hailed as a new visionary in the
mold of David Lynch.Many young film buffs
would eagerly await his next project. Boy,
are they in for a surprise.
Not since Michael Cimin o made Heaven's
Gate has an American director made such a
stupefying miscalculation. Kelly's Southland
Tales is not only the worst film of the year,
but also the m ost incompreh ensible. Like
M. Night Sh yamalan's equally atrociou s
Lady in t he Water, Tales basically con sists
of nothing but long-winded exposition,
detailing w hat h as hap pen ed before the
film's events, what m ay h appen afterward
and especiallyw hat's happening now. Like
ColUII1bla'sJilm and video professor Ron
Falzon $-always says, if a film spends too
much' time explaining itself, it's probably
because there isn't a whole lot at its core.
Patt of the confusion may stem from the
fact that thjs .f].lm _is divided into chapters
ONCE UPON

four, five and six of the Southland Tales saga,
forcing audiences to read chapters one,
two and three in graphic novel form. This
m akes Ta les the equivalent of an obnoxiously complicated video game that can't be
played with out purchasing an in struction
manual the size of the Bible.
It is indeed the Bible that Private Pilot
Abilene, a fashionably-scarred J ustin Timberlake, quotes endlessly while n arrating
this story, which tries to tackle so man y
issues at once that it ends up simply muddying th em . The large en semble cast is
m eanwhile completely lost in the shuffle,
and their efforts to make any sense out of
this project are truly sad to behold.
Dwayne J ohnson plays Boxer Santoros,
a movie star who finds events in h is latest
screenplay beginning to occu r in real life.
He also h as amnesia, w hich frequently
causes h is face to twitch w hile his hands
drum together, causing him to resemble Mr.
Burns from "The Simpsons."
Sarah Michelle Gellar n early manages to
steal scenes as Krysta Now, a porn icon who
statts a "The View"-like talk show where
she plans to explore topics like "quantum
teleportation, teen horniness and war."
And Seann William Scott is a Los Angeles
cop on the trail of his mysterious clone.
There's also Holmes Osborne, so wonderful as the father in Darho, who is forced to
do a lame Bush impression, while wallace
Shawn camps up the screen as a mad scientist who looks like a cross between Liza
Minnelli and Robert Blake in Lost Highway.
Speaking of Lynch, Kelly includes several
'ch.a racters that function as abstract curiosities similar to the Man from Another Place

give h is forebodin g social commentary a
w hiff of credibility? His script may be the
first in history comprised entirely of catchy
one-lin ers destined to be mass-produced on
emo T-shirts. These include, "I'm a pimp ...
and pimps don't commit suicide," "We're
going to take the ATM machine with us to
Mexico," and "Nobody rocks t he c--- like
Krysta Now!" On e line t hat may not be
favorably recited is "This is how the world
ends. Not with a whimper but with a bang,"
which is repeated so often that t he audience whimpers every time it's m entioned.
Kelly was forced to cut t his film by 20
minutes after its horrendou s premiere
at Cannes, t hough at two hours and 24
minutes, the film still feels like it lasts an
(l eternity-and-a-half. Noth in g h olds audi1 ences' interest except individual imagesespecially that of a car commercial depicting two vehicles having graphic sex and a
,. musical number wh ere Timberlake belts
out, "I've got soul, but I'm not a soldier!"
Film students will also pick up on the movie's several references to Kiss M e Deadly.
Southland Tales is like the biggest student
film ever made- t rying so very h ard to
say someth ing profound with an artist ic
voice which is so in eptly developed that it
just comes off as amateurish.The only real
apocalypse at hand is th at of the director 's
fleetingly promising reputation. Th e world
migh t not end with a whimper, but after
this cinematic catastrophe, Kelly 's career
just might.

in "Twin Peaks." They include Zelda Rubi nstein channeling h er role in Poltergeist, Beth
Grant channeling Frau Blucher, in Yo1m9
Frankenstein, Kevin Smith channeling godknows-what and M ulholland Dr.'s Rebekah
Del Rio, w hose mourn ful voice sings th e
national anthem , thus effectively s ignaling
the end of the world.
Wh at makes Tales even more laug hably implausible is the fact that it sets its
futuristic tale of apocalyptic doom in July
2008, while opening the film with footage
of nuclear at tacks in Texas t hat occurred
t hree years before. Couldn't Kelly h ave at
t he very leas t set his film in 2018, just to

Oirector Richard Kelly (left) poses with Dwayne Johnson during a 'Southland' screening at AA Fest .

mfllgerholm@chroniclemllil.com
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Invites you and
a guest. _to an-_
advance screening· o_.f

ATONEMENT
on Wednesday.
December 5th.
For your chance to ·win an
ADMIT 2 screening. pass, please stop
by the Student Activities office at
623 South Wabash, First Floor.
All federal, state and local regulatiOns apply. A recipient of prizes assumes eny and an
l'8lated to use of ticket and accepts any restrictions required by prize provider.
Features, The Columbia Chronicle, and their affiliates accept no responsibiliiY or
connection with any loss or accident incurred in oonnectlon with use of a
cannot be exchanged, or redeemed for cash, in whole or In part. We are not respo~riSII>Ie 1
for any reason, winner Is unable to use his/her ticket In whole or In part.
for lost; delayed or misdirected entries. All federal ana local taxes a1n
re~th~~e ;::~~:~~~
the \\'Inner. Void where prohibited by law. No purchase necessary. P
their employees and family members and their agencies are not
RECEIVED THROUGH THIS PROMOTION ARE NOT FOR RESALE. This film has
rated R for disturbing war images, language and some sexuality.
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Premium Blend
With Com pan of Thteves
first album release,Ordinary Riches,
beyond
what most bands don't accomplish for years.
lind though she's not even o ld enough to
get into some venues in the Ch icago a rea,
lead vocalist Genevieve Schatz's haunting
voca l s make her so und wise beyond her
years. With Schatz on vocals, MarcWollach
on guitar, Scott Heatherly on keyboards,
Jimmy Ratke on drum s and Brad Sawicki
on bass, the band's ind ie rock sound on
Ordinary Riches is inviting and merits the
band's first place win at the 2007 New York
Songwriter's Circle contest.
Vocalist Genevieve Schatz spoke with The
Chronicle about the chance meeting at Union
Station that eventuall y led to the formi ng of
the band, recording with Fall Out Boy producer Sea n O'Keefe and their first contest.
The Chronicle: How did you and the
guitarist, Marc, meet at Union Station
when you started Company of Thieves?
Genevieve Schatz: It was jus t through
mutual frie nds. I was grabbing a train,and
so was he. And we h ad friends who happened to know each other, and they introd uced us.So we proceeded to take the hourand-a-half train ride to the s uburbs w here
we all ha ppened to be going that night. We
started talking about lots of things, music,
andwekindofhit itoff. !twas good because
we both knew that we liked to be on stage
and perform and get our message across.
ON THEIR

Co mp~nyofThieves went above and

What are you t ryin g to accomplish
with your writing on Ordinary RicMs?
I think we're really trying to s tick to truth
in the sense that everything that you hear on
the record we're playing live. And we're inde·
pendent, and we think that it's time to wake
up and start a connection between people
before the crazi ness in the rest of the world,
most notably apathy, takes over. It 's a really
exciting time to be an independent musician
right now, because I'm s ure you know how
Radiohead just released their record online.
It's kind of like that. If you care you'll be here,
and it's not about image anymore. It's about
the music and taking a stand for what you
believe, I suppose.
How do you think Chicago compares to
other music scenes in the U.S.?
When ever I go to other cities I always
spend time boasting about Chicago, because
I feel like it's much more of a community
sense. It seem s to be rea lly competitive
everywhere else, not that it's not competitive here. But it does sort of remind me of
this sort of nostalgic '6os [feel] where all of
the artists are helping each other out and
guesting on other people's records just to do
it because we like making m us ic. It's fun to
collaborate and be a part of different causes.
I find that Chicago is very supportive to its
music scene.
What did you like about the Songwriter's Circle contestand New York City?

Left to right: Keyboardist Scott Heatherly. drummer Jimmy Ratke. bassist Brad 5awicki. guitarist Marc
Walloch and vocalist Genevieve Schatz comprise.Company of Thieves. a local Chicago band.
Courtesy SECOND WAVE MUSIC

We loved New York. We got first place,
and we actually didn't expect it. New York,
in general, has been really s upportive of us
since we made our little hello there a couple
of months ago. New York really seems to like
that we're young and our ideas are fresher
than most. It's another really busy city with
a lot of people with different personalities.
What was it like to work with Sean
O'Keefe on your first album?
He is really just con cerned with the basics
and t he feel of the song. He doesn't really
like to break up a groove, and [if] anything is
straying away from the core idea he fixes it.
He's really into vintage sound, with actually
vintage equipment. He h as a really crafty
style th at he got to tap into [with us].
What did you learn in the recording
process?

We learned how quickly certain people
can p ick up on issues like ch anging th ings
at the last minute when you realize a part
isn't efficient enough or working with time
constraints, even just how vocally you have
to get the emotion across while you 're still
trying to get the words out. A lot of times I
have to put myself sort of back in the cond ition I was when I wrote it mentally. You
don't want it to be anything but genuine.

Company ofThieves will plAy An all Ages holiday/chArity show At Metro, 3730 N. ClArk St., on
Dec. 22 at 6:30p.m. Tickets Are $9. To purchAse
tickets, visit MetroChicAgo.com
For information about CompAny of Thieves,
visit MySpAce.com/Company0j'I11ieves. ,
-J.Galliart
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ARIES (March 21-April 19) It"s better to keep your mouth shut if you 're not certain
what's going on. Be watchful and silent and wait for somebody to carelessly drop
a few clues.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Shopping has been more of a challenge than a
relaxation lately. Keep studying; you'll find new and creative ways to stretch your
dollars.
GEMIN I (May 21-June 21) By using your wits you can make the task easier and
increase your profits. Costs are high, so it"s important to save wherever you can.

SHARRA STAPELTON
ALM AND VIDEO

CANCER (June 22-July 22) After an initial setback, life gets a lot easier. You may
not reach total agreement, but at least you know where you stand. Differences
make the relationship more interesting and exciting .

JUNIOR

Fashion is sometimes considered
· to be a luxury affordable for only
the rich and elite. But junior film
and video· major Sharra Stapleton
proves this theory entirely wrong.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) You're too busy to worry about others· complex social interactions. Ask them to save their problems and gossip until another time.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Let your friends know what's botheri ng you. One of
them has the answer. It's hard to admit you were wrong, but if that's required, go
ahead and do it.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Finally, you're able to achieve what you set out to do.
Reinforcements arrive just in time, thanks to your communications. Good work!

Labeling herself as a "bargain .
shopper; Stapleton created her
wardrobe from an assemblage of
inexp~nsive items. She estimated
her red shirt and jeans to have
cost around $20 in total, while she
found her earrings at Forever 21
and snow-white gloves at Payless.

SAGITIARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Reality rears its ugly head. How are you going to
pay for all the crazy things you want? You're not. Pay off bills first. Save crazy for
later.

Instead of going to a hair stylist,
Stapleton did her own vibrantly
curly hairdo, complete with
highlights.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Accept encouragement and assistance from someone you don 't always like. Liking is transitory. This person's there for you. That's
what's important.

"You can be really fashionable and
really cheap at the same time,"
Stapleton said.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Discretion is advised in career negotiations . Get everyth ing in"writing, but don 't publish any of it yet. Make all the revisions first, and
you'll end up with a big success.

- M. Fagerholm

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) You can figure out what needs to be done. Keep the
others on track. Without your coaching, they'll be running in all directions.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20) Sneak away from the crowds to s pend more time
with you r loved ones. Make plans, and keep going after your goals in spite of a ll
obstacles. Together, you guys are awesome.

Chuck Wu THE CHRONIClE
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Software eases
Windows woes
by Brett Marlow
Assistant A&E Editor
WHILE ON the computer, having to exit out of

windows, open new tabs, launch programs
and run the chance of losing work can be a
pain, especially when working on a project
or a lengthy e-mail.
To address these issues, Humanized, a
software development company based out
of the Ravenswood neighborhood since
2005, has developed a line of programs
called Enso for Windows users to make
switching between operations and tasks
a little simpler. No longer is it through a
click of the mouse; but through the stroke
of a key.
Aza Raskin, president of Humanized,
believes that using computers doesn't need
to be frustrating or a waste of time. The
aim of his company, and its newest line of
Enso products, is to make computers more
human-centered. ·
"Right now ifyou open up any newspaper
and look at the funnies section, there will
be at least one comic that is about someone
swearing at their computer," Raskin said.
The name for the new software applications the company recently released in
September, Etiso, is a Japanese Buddhist
tradition of drawing a circle to represent
simplicity and elegance, Raskin said.
The software focuses on the use of the
caps Lock key. Users hit the key and type
in a command that would normally take
a few clicks off the mouse to execute.

For example, if a user is writing an e-mail
and wants to include a map to his office,
typically, h e would have to open a new
browser window, access a website, type in
the address and then copy and paste the
link to the map into the e-mail.
"Not only is it taking a lot of time," Raskin
said. "[But) you're not even giving them a
map; you're giving them a link to a map."
With the Enso Map Anywhere program,
which is one of six applications, users
would only have to select an address, hit
the Caps Lock key, type in a one- or twoletter command and the program inserts a
map where the cursor is.
Currently under Humanized's Enso
product line there are six beta applications
and two programs, Launcher and Words.
In addition to Maps, another application,
called Translate Anywhere, allows users to
translate text either in an e-mail, instant
message or in a program like Photoshop to
eight different languages by selecting text
and prompting the application to translate
it by typing in the first few letters of the
desired language.
Another application in the Enso family,
Web Search Anywhere, enables users to
select text and search Amazon.com, Google.
com or eBay.com without opening separate
Internet browser windows and waiting for
pages to load.
~umanized's Enso Launcher application,
which allows users to launch applications
by typing in a simple open command, and
the Words program, which enables quick

The Caps Lock key could become the new mouse
thanks to Humanized's Enso programs.

.._.t....
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dictionary and thesaurus look up, spell
check and word count functions cost less
than $20 each to purchase at Humanized.
com.
The other Enso beta applications are free
and are available for download through
Humanized's website too.
Nicholas Lloyd,a software developer, uses
Enso applications at home and work, and
has found them especially useful.
"If I'm reading a document and I don't
know a term, I can highlight it and just say
Google and (Web Search Anywhere] will pull
it up in a browser window," Lloyd said.
Raskin said he feels that they've taken
the Caps Lock key, which is barely used,and
turned it into something very powerful.
Although the mouse is not used in Enso
products, some said not using it speeds up
the process.
"It makes it much easier, because chances
are I'm already sitting there atthe keyboard
and instead of reaching over to the mouse,

il

and [finding[ where I've opened Firefox or
a new \vindow, it streamlines a lot of the
things I do every day," Lloyd said.
Raskin has received e-mails from grandmothers who love it and also visually disabled
people who enjoy the short commands.
Another local Chicago web design-turned
software company, 37signals, takes the
same considerations to heart in its selfcreated programs that are easier to use like
the Enso products, said Jason Fried, owner
of 37signals.
Fried has seen the Enso software and said
he was impressed with the idea behind it,
especially that it can do more technical
things like definition look-ups.
Enso is only compatible with Windows,
mostly because Raskin felt like Windows
needed the most work, although there is a
similar program· available for Macs called
QuickSilver that another company makes.
bmarlow@chroniclemail.com
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Blow and alcohol energize partygoers
Powdered energy drink
marketed as a cocaine copycat
by George P. Slefo
Associate Editor

to add more kick to
their night might want to pick up some
Blow on line.
And th~y can do it legally.
Logan Gola, creator of Blow and founder
of ILoveBlow.com, has entered the already
crowded energy supplement market with a
different approach-his product is a powder
and looks like cocai ne.
Blow is a white powder that users can
mix with any beverage- us ually alcoholand contains 240 milligrams of caffeine
and about 2,000 milligrams of taurine, an
amino acid found in high-protein foods like
tuna and steak.
"To put things in perspective, Blow has
about twice as much caffeine and taurine
than Red Bull," Gola said. "I've heard people
are starting to call a Blow and vodka a Lindsey Blow-han."
Gola se lls Blow through his website,
where consume rs can pu rchase a 'brick,'
or 12 packets, of Blow for $36.
Gola sa id the product is most popular at
clubs on the Eas t Coast.
"It's a sexy product," he said. "And that
means we have to market Blow to fit that
image."
Indeed, Go Ia markets his webs ite
with half-naked women, classic rock ' n'
roll music and the s logan "Pure Uncut
Energy."
"Our product is marketed toward IS-yearPARTYGOERS LOOKING

old hip party-goers," he said. "Of course,
Blow should be done in moderation."
Yet Gola has received negative attention from recent studies s aying energy
supplements and alcohol make a dangerous drink.
Dr. Mary Claire O'Brien , an associate
professor of Emergency Medicine at Wake
Fores t University in North Carolina, presente ~ he r case against the dangerous
cocktails at the American Public Health
Association's annual meeting and exposition in Washington, D.C. on Nov. 7.
O'Brien and her team found that stUdents
who mix energy supplements and alcohol
are twice as likely to require medical attention or take advantage of someone sexually,
according to the study.
Her study was based on an Inte rnet
survey of about 4,300 college students from
10 universities,and overall,she found that
24 percent of studen ts sa id they mixed
energy stimulants with alcohol in
the last 30 days, the practice more
common among white males
and athletes.
Dr. Steven Belknap,
an internist at
Northwestern
Memoria l
Hospita l ,
251 E. Huron
St., said he doesn't think t he
combination of Blow and alcohol carries a negative effect on the body.
"The con tents in ~Blow] are similar to
about two cups of coffee," Belknap sa id.
"I'm not convinced t ha t mix ing alcohol
with [Blow[ has negative side effects on the

PLEASE JOIN US FOR
AN OPEN HOUSE:
December 4, 11:30- 1:00
To R.S.V.P. or for more information call
312-201 -5900 or visit www.adler.edu

www.adler.edu
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body ... It's really not t hat much different
from an Irish coffee."
However, Belknap said when people drink
large amounts of alcohol, they will become
sleepy and the real dangers of mixing an
upper, like Blow, with alcohol is it makes
the user a "wide-awake drunk."
"It is true that people who [mix the two]
can get hurt," he said. " If you're a wideawake drunk then you are more likely to
think that you can drive yourself home, and,
overall, you will have poorer judgment."
while Blow has become popular to mix
with alcohol,
Gola said it
can also be
mixed with
juices or water
and is targeted

towards consumers 18-years and older.
One adamant bar-hopper,AiexXhoppher,
a 25-year-old networking consultant, said
he liltes to mix energy drinks and alcohol
occasionally.
"The wh ole Red Bull and vodka thing was
big like two years ago," he said. "I'll usually have one with friends before we hit the
bars ... [the energy drink] masks the taste
of vodka, so why not?"

gslefo@l:hronidmulil.rom

A brick of Blow, or 12 packets, costs $36 on lloveBiow.com

Courtesy LOGAN GOLA
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Crossword

Sodoku
Fill in the grid so that every row, column and 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 through 9.

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Parks or Convy

5 Numbered
musical piece
9 Disenchanted
fan
14 Nose alert
15 Time gone by
16 Bald raptor
17 Missile storage
18 Branching
diagram
19 Book of maps
20 Medley meals
22 Therapy
24 Ground grain
26 Binge
27 Burn
flamelessly
30 Missing-persoAs
investigator
34 Lend a hand to
35 Writer Loos
38 Folk tales
39 Caps ending?
40 Writer's blocks
43 Fellow
44 John of the
C> 2007 TribUne "-dla SeMces, tnc.
Jl/28/07
PGA
All tights reserved.
46 Scurry
47 Hrs. in Seattle
48 Bug
10 Breakfast
Solutions
· 51 Pasta
choice
53 Slack
11 Eyeball
d V N S
S S 3 '1 8
3 N o .L
~~::g 1 v ~; .L 1 n
56 Shredded
impolitely
57 Wooden siding
12 Zest
3 N I ~
~ V !; 8
!; 3 N 0 1
61 Pocket breads
13 Remainder
S V .L I d ·Iii~ V 0 8 d V 1 :)
64 Solitary one
21 Be.gin's peace
3 !; 0 J.,. 3 s 0 0 1
65 Promote.oneself =""'Partner
:) '3 S N I
~~
67 Par~if!.9.W
. ~23 Carney or ·
s
1~,2_
68 UH~
· - Garfunkel
,_!.~
v
~m · · , . 25 AI Capp's
3 ,:!~
~~
•
sUbdivisron-~
hyena
3 l:l
acb~
~
70 Speech subtlety 27 Medina
!; 3
0 ~ s
3
71 Consecrate
resident
• 331:ld S . 1 v 3
28 Italian fashion
72 If all _ fails...
.L N 3 ~ .L v 3 !; .L . SM 3 .L s
73 Piece of cake
center
s v 1 .L v• 3 3 l:l .L • o 1 I S
29 Barbecue
3 1 ~ v 3.
.L s v d . ! ; o a o
DOWN
specialty
31 Finish
1 Top banana
l:l 3 00 8 . s n d 0 .
.L !; 3 8
32 Answering
2 Cut and splice
machine
button
3 People to
57 Driver or wedge
49 Charmer's
33 Landlord's
emulate
snakes
58 Droop lazily
. revenues
4 Garden scoop
50
Also
59 Add to the pot
36 AN's niceness
5 Select
52 Snow banks
60 Light touches
37 Semi-eternity?
6 Element
54 Weasellike
62 _ May Wong
41 Whistle blast
7 Employers
mammal
63 Ooze
8 13rew, as tea
42 Lower oneself
55 Actor Flynn
66 Turn right'
9 Shoot worker
45 Sharp barkers
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Comic Relief
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Commentary
Editorials

Columbia should join Soapbox
Professors and students at Allegh: ny
College in Pennsylvania had the right idea
w hen they started The Soapbox Alliance,
a group of colleges dedicated to diversifying political rallies and Q&A's sponsored by
their campuses.
After students at Allegheny protested an
invitation-only rally held for Vice President
Dick Cheney in 2004, professors responded
by asking t he school to stop hosting rallies for any political party. In addition, they
asked that if the school did host such an
event, t ickets would be given out to students regardless of their party affiliation.
No more invitation-only rallies.
If columbia decides to host candidates
for the upcoming congressional and presidential races,and it should, administrators
should adopt the Alliance's stance.
It's undemocratic for an educational
facility to rent s pace to political parties
and candidates without allowing all of
their student s to participate. Invitationonly rallies don't foster learning, debate or
democracy- they just create groupt hink
and give candidates platforms to put fo rth
ideas no one will question.
What's worse is when schools sell their
s paces to political interests, the administrators have also sold the school's name
a nd image (that will be documented in
news reports,photographs and video tapes)
without getting anything in return that
benefits their students. They've corrupted

their students' ability to protest and ques· t ion leaders for cash.
Fostering intellectual debate, dissention
and curiosity s hould be t he goals of any
school that allows political interests on
their campus.
When candidates visit colleges, they
should be welcome to speak to students
(who are citizens of voting age, after all).
But they should be made to respond to the
concerns of all the students at the school,
not just the ones who've already made up
their minds or will toss them softball questions they can easily answer.
Opponents of the Alliance's major tenets,
likeTrentDuffy,formerdeputypresssecretary for President Bush, are worried about
"people [who] tend to misbehave," according to USA Today. Others say the proposal is
_designed to drown out unpopular voices.
Sorry, but dissent and misbehavior go
hand-in-hand with democracy, the cornerstone of American politics. One of the
main reasons the current administration
has rung up a record deficit and embroiled
us in a s ix-year war is the lack of dissent
within its parameters. Insularity is bad for
America, and it's very bad for colleges and
universities.
Columbia should proudly join the ranks
. of The Soapbox Coalition, a collection of
learning institutions dedicated to the opposition of homogeneity and the promotion of
opinion, dissent and debate.

Legislators need to fix RTA
Illinois state legislators are complaining
again now that Governor Rod Blagojevich
mandated their presence at a Nov. 28 special session devoted to solving the Regional
Transit Authority budget crisis.
But more galling than our elected representatives are complaining about being
forced to do their jobs, is the fact that this.
is t he 17th such meeting; the previous 16
having produced no consensus among the
legislature.
'
It's t rue that Blagojevich is employing a
rarely-used executive privilege in requiring
lawmakers to have t hese special meetings,
but the issue at hand is hardly trivial. Members of the Illinois House and Senate should
be ashamed of themselves, both for whining about having to come to work and for
fa iling, over and over, to fix the RTA budget
problem.
At the time of press, the CTA, whose
budget comes from t he umbrella of t he
RTA, is planning to make route cuts and
fare hike~ on Jan. 20, according to the Chicago Tribune.
In the same Tribune article, Blagojevich
called on lawmakers to "get something done
before we face another doomsday scenario.
I'm running out of options where I can un ilaterally bail out t he CTA and stave off what
could be a terrible situation for riders."
Th is editorial . aff has al ready highlighted the "terri:..Je s ituation" Chicagoans woul d be in if the "doomsday" date is
re•ched without budget intervention from

the state. Jobs would be lost, routes would
disappear and the public would be stripped
of one of the major privileges of city Jivingnot to mention t he disastrous implications
a failing CTAwould have for Chicago's hope
of hosting the Olympics.
It's time for Illinois' representatives to be
responsible and fix the problem, instead of
taking long vacations and whining w hen
t he governor demands they do t heir job.
The best plan fo alleviate the crisis is that
of Oswego's Republican representative Tom
Cross, who suggested p utting the money
from t he gasoline tax into the CTA budget,
accord ing to t he Tribune.
This plan is more attractive than Speaker
of the House Michael Madigan's, which
would require an increase of the alreadyprohibitive regional sales tax, which makes
it cheaper for consumers to buy products
out of state.
Howeve r, fo r Cross' pla n to W!)rk,
Blagojevich has to follow through on h is
pledge to close corporate loopholes in the
tax code, which enable large corporations
to get out of paying millions in taxes.
Cross has the better plan, but any reason·
able solut ion from t he representatives in
Sp ringfield would be preferable to doing
nothing, a s kill they've perfected over the
last few months. It's time for Illinois Jawmakers to confront this cris is a nd com e
up with answers. It's time for t hem to do
their jobs.

MCT'

Have an opinion about something you read in this newspaper?
Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or believe
strongly about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2 you'll find a set of
guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear from you.
·
-The Chronicle Editorial Board
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'BeowuH' illuminates the uncanny valley

by Wes Giglio

Commentary Editor

The new I-MAX 3-0 movie Beowulfopened
to an unfortunately strong box office last
weekend, netting $28.1 million according
to IMDB.com. That's troubling, because the
technique used to create the film is frightening for the film industry. It's called motion
ca~ure. The process has actors wear tight
suits (they look like SCUBA suits) with little
motion capture balls affixed to certain
places on their person. They act in front of
green screens, and the visuals are fed into a
computer where the actor's images,clothes
and su rroundings are digitally rendered.
The result, for many, is a journey into the
uncanny valley.
The uncanny valley is a theory about
robot -human relationships introduced by
roboticist Masahiro Mori in 1970. Mori discovered that as robots grew to look more
and more human, the human emotional
response to them would be increasingly
positive,.However, there was a point at
~ch the robots looked too human-a point
at which the emotional response switched

from approval to revulsion. Then again,
once the robot looked exactly human , the
emotional response returned to its original
positive nature. The creations in Beowulfare
closer to the realm of the valley.
Beowulf is a crash course on the theory.
in some shots, the computer-people on
screen are real enough to evoke sympathy.
Then, inevitably, they do something (like
turn their neck or blink), which on-screen
looks decidedly un-human. The instinct
of the viewer drifts toward disassociation.
The effect is like watching a movie acted
out by master impressionists-what's on
screen ioohs like Angelina Jolie, and sounds
like Angelina Jolie, but we know it's not her.
After the initial appreciation the audience.
feels for a good fake, the feeling of watching
counterfeit cinema is unsettling.
Beowulf did well at the box office, as did
Robert Zemeckis' last creep-out, The Polar
Express, so the new technology has a viable
market. The question is why? what is the
interest people have in seeing the world
digitized and through 3-0 glasses? Didn't
this little experiment already fail in the
~os? The prospect of a future dominated by
computer-generated actors is depressing,
even frightening, and the implications are
as creepy and repugnant as the characters
(avatars? icons?) on the screen,.
Imagine a fourth installment of the
Godfather films with a computer generated
Marlon Brando playing the lead. Imagine
James Dean being brought from the valley
of death into the valley of the unca nny. We
can "have (God forbid) Rocky X, XV and XL.
Horror aficionados will have to go to mainstream dra~as for their undead fix, as the

A computer-generated likeness of Ray Winstone appears as the titular character in Robert Zemeckis'

"Beowulf."

zombie film would be obsolete, a parody
of a satire of itself. And can you imagine
anything more vulgar, blasphemous even,
than CGI sex?
In these films, physicality, gestures, the
face and eyes of an actor are made subservient to their voice, which is all directors
really need. If the lead actress isn't thin
enough, she can be slimmed down in the
computer. The main actor's abs aren't well
defined? No big deal. A computer can fix
it, they way it did for the action film 300.
Nothing on screen will be flesh and blood,
even t he gore will be synthetic and technical. Movies will lose their authenticity, and
actors will lose their bodies. Going to the

MCT

movies will be like watching those scenes
in video games where the characters move
the story along without you.They'll be video
ga mes with out interact ion .
It's possible th at in the near future live
action films will be in the minority of major
studio releases. They could be relegated to
the independent film world, where it would
still be cheaper to use real people. Audiences for those films may be thrilled by the
depiction of actuality they offer. But on the
other hand, they may think those humans
don't look enough like robots.

jgiglio@chroniclemail.com

America should·· return to libertarian ·ideals

by Derek Kucynda

Assistant Campus News Editor

Presidential candidate Ron Paul has
become a YouTube sensation.
As of Nov. 19, Paul, one of the Republican
candidates faJllously known as a libertarian, was the top viewed candidate on YouTube, surpassing Barack Obama.
In this two-party nation, libertarianism
is underrepresented in the United States.

Even though Paul might be popular on
YouTube, many individuals simply do not
know or care for libertarianism. I was one of
these individuals until I saw a small group
of people walking down Michigan Avenue,
chanting "Paul for president." These individuats have found their ideal candidate
and I hope others try to find a candidate
that best suits their political persuasion.
Many voters have already chosen a candidate or they are apathetic toward politics
in America. But I think the public should
seriously consider the philosophy of libertarianism. If you feel that everyone should
have the greatest amount of freedom in all
matters, pers.onal or economic, then you
might be a libertarian.
I support having a government that protects its individuals' physical needs and
creates fair Social Security reform that
benefits everyone. I favor the laws in the
Constitution our forefathers wrote when
they escaped tyrannical, tax-heavy Eng-

Republican Ubertarian presidential candidate Ron Paul speaks at a debate in Dearborn , Mich. on Oct.
7 2007.
MCT

land. Even though the Constitution did not
recognize women, minorities, slaves and
individuals who did not own land at the
time, the ideals of the Constitution, which
still h old true today, allowed the people of
this country to dictate their own fates and
embrace the freedom and responsibility
that were presented to them.
Like other libertarians, I support having
minimal government assistance. Things
such as crime, Social Security and Medicare
reform sh ould be handled by the government; however, there are aspects of the
current education program that I do not
support. Specifically, the defective No Child
Left Behind Act.
One way to improve the act is to stop
forcing schools to ask students to give
their personal information to military
recruiters. Also, the act sets limitations
on state and local control over education,
which is unfair. They federalize education
and schools have the choice to not comply
with No Child Left Behind, but they have to
refuse federal funding if they choose to opt
out of it. Education is a high priority in the
nation and funding should be given to all,
despite objections to the act.
But why mention the act now? Yes, it was
signed into law almost six years ago, but
it's one example of how th e gove rnme nt
has too much power. Before the democrats
came to power in Congress, laws restricting
behavior that violates traditional values
became hot topics in t he United States. The
God-fearing soldiers who support th e union
of church and state, a recognized republican ideal, have been known to oppose issues
such as immigration , gay marriage a nd
abortion (including stem-cell research ).
Since the days of our forefathers, and as
the libertarian philosophy became forgotten, we have started losing personal free doms on social, ethical and constitutional

grounds. For example, is it right to censor
w h at we want to say or do?
I think I speak for a lot of people when I
say the media should report accurately and
give the reader the knowledge they deserve
to know. I 'm quite sure I'm not the olfly
person who believes that gambling, prostitution and recreational drug use should be
legal. I believe that people should have the
right to do and say what they choose.
The libertarian philosophy follows the
same ideals and many people, including
Paul, support these points. I'm not trying
to convince anyone to change their party
affiliation . I think that we should recognize
libertarianism as a more Identifiable party.
The American people s hould have more
of an option on what they personally feel
strongly for, such as the freedoms they are
entitled to have. If they believe in traditionalist ideals, they should find solace in the
Republican Party. In the end, it comes down
to beliefs and choosing the right political
philosophy to h elp oth ers find their true
beliefs. I found my beliefs are more rooted
to the libertarian party and I am a const itutionalist.
In today's society, m any political issues
have becom e two-sided and if apathetic
voters paid attention to the ph ilosophy of
libertarianism, maybe they could be motivated about politics. Libertarians believe in
.the freedom of choice. However, it really is
up to people to choose t heir political stan ce.
After all, we live in a nation that encou rages
life, libe rty an d th e purs uit of ha ppiness
and we a re lucky to have a choice, because
some countries are simply not as fortunate
as the United States.

dhucynda@chronickmail.com
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The Columbia Chronicle is hiring for the Spring 2007 semester!
Please come to the Columbia Chronicle office and pick up
an application for one of the following available positions:
Assistant Campus News Editor
Campus News Editor
City Beat Editor
Assistant City Beat Editor
A&E Editor
Assistant A&E Editor
Associate Editor
Assistant Photo Editor
Commentary Editor
Graphic Des.i gner
Copy Chief
Copy· Editor
Advertising Sales Executive
Webmaster
Assistant Webma ster
Editorial Cartoonist
Freelance (any section)
Office Assistant

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM

The Columbia Chronicle is the weekly
student-produced college newspaper
of Columbia College Chicago.
It is published every Monday during
the fall and winter semesters.The
newspaper has four sections: Campus
News, Arts & Entertainment, Com men tary and City Beat.

Don't wait, come now... we
plan to hire all positions before
Spring semester begins!
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City Beat
Calendar

.Protesters reach out to. Paula
Workers at meat
packing company
want Deen to drop
endorsement

l.. ...

Monday, Nov. 26
Go back in time with the Ensemble
Lipzodes, a group that plays 16th
century Guatemalan music. The
free event is part of the Chicago
Cultural Center's 2007 Latino
Music Festival. The event will be
held at the G.A.R. Rotunda at the
Chicago Cultural Center, 78 E.
Washington St. , at 6 :30 p.m.

Dana Nelson
City Beat Editor
IN 1906, a book about the horror s of the

meat packing industry in Chicago was
published, illustrating dangerous working
conditions, unclean and unhealthy processing standards and worker mistreatment.
The Jungle, written by Upton Sinclair, led to
many reforms in the meat packing industry- mostly for inspection standards, but
worker reforms als o took place later on as
strikes led to the need for recognition.
More than a century later, factory workers of the meat packing industry are still
asking for reforms. This time, the setting
is Tar Heel, N.C., where the largest h og producing plant in the world, the Smithfield
Packing Company, is being criticized for
mistreatment of its workers and failure to with Paula Deen" national tour.
create a union for them.
The group of m ore than 30 protesters carHowever,Smithfield contests that it isn't · ried signs saying "Paula keep your prom~
and-union and the workers have no desire ises" and "Paula have a heart," while they
to pay union fees to have one.
shouted "Smithfield foods h as no excuse.
On Nov. l7, Chicago aldermen and union Tar Heel pork, packaged with abuse."
supporters gathered in front of the Chicago They also brought a letter to give to Deen,
Theatre, 175 N. State St., to try to give a letter wh ich calls for Deen to drop her Smithfield
to Paula Deen, a popular celebrity chef who endorsement and look into the abuses at
represents Smithfield Foods in television Smithfield.
commercials, telling her of the working con"We have faith that once you know the
ditions in the Tar Heel factory.,Peen appeared truth, you will notpromote a product that is·
at the ChicagoTheatre while on her "Cooking made through the pain an d suffering of our

For more information, call (312)
744-6630.

Wednesday, Nov. 28 .

Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

families," the letter reads.
Chicago aldermen John Pope (lOth Ward),
Ricardo-Munoz (22nd Ward).and Joe Moore
(49th Ward) showed support by drafting their
own letter asking Deen to meet with them to
discuss the working conditions. Pope, upon
hearing Deen would be in Chicago,wrote the
letter, and made himself available to meet
with her any time she was in Chicago.
"Some 32,000 pigs are slaugh tered every
day in Smithfield," Pope said. "We're telling

» SEE DEEN, PG . 3 7

Chicago dog fighting causes ascene
iQWJ

Local police officers
work to stop animal
cruelty in the ring

by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Beat Editor
IMAGINE MUTILATED pit bulls with severe

scars and blood in their mou ths, while
other pit bulls are locked inside cages
stacked one on top of another. These
occurrences are what law enforcem en t
officials consider evidence that dog figh ting operations still exist.
Sergeant Eldon Urbikas and police officer Felipe Reyes from the Chicago Police
Department's Animal Crim es Un it, dis cussed the inh~ treatment of dogs bred
to fight at the Chicago-Kent College of Law,
565W. Adams St., on Nov.l3.
This year, more than uo abused dogs have
been recovered by police and more t ha n
40 arrests have been m ade from dog fighting and animal abuse. Ten percent of the
arrests found evidence of the fighting dogs
living in filthy conditions, Urbikas said.
"I don't even want to call it a sport," said
Urbikas, commander of the animal crimes
unit in Ch icago.
Urbikas said it is against the law to breed
dogs and sell t hem for purposes of fighting.
The m anufactu rin g of videos that den ote
animal cruelty is a felony.
The Animal Crimes Unit wants to educate
p;Jtential prosecutors of the animal protection laws.

Urbikas and Reyes addressed legislation
that was enacted on Jan. l that has helped
them curb dog fighting. The law allows
police officers to charge convicted felons
in Illinois if their dog has not been spayed,
neutered or microchipped.
"Right now it is the best tool goin g for law
enforcement," Urbikas said.
Many people in the penitentiary talk
about dog fighting and owning a pit bull
when released from jail, which is w hy
convicted felons will be sent back to jail if
they own a dog without following the law,
Urbikas said.
In Chicago, 70 percent of dog fighting and
animal abuse offenders have been arrested
for violen t felon ies against people and
86 percent of those who have committed
crimes against animals have been arrested
for-multiple violent offenses, according to
th e Dog Advisory Work Group (D.A.W.G.),
a coalition of dog guardians who work to
create a n onviolen t and humane community in Ch icago.
Cynthia Bathurst, executive director of
the Dog Advisory Work Group, said there is
no data to verify if Chicago has either more
or less of a dog fighting problem than other
areas. However, there is enough street talk
and arrests to determine it is a significant
problem to consider, s imilar to other urban
areas in California, Bathurst said.
Urbikas said people are mostly charged
with abuse and neglect, rather than dog
fighting. But without evidence or witnesses,
police officers cannot charge anyone with

Make your own wine at the Wine
Blending Seminar at Just Grapes,
560 W. Washington St. , Suite 100
from 6 p.m . to 8 p.m. The class is
$100 and you get to bring home a
bottle of your own wine with a personalized label. The experience is
meant to enhance your knowledge
of wine. Reservations are required.
Visit Win eShop.JustGra pes.net to
m ake reservations or for more
information.

Thursday, Nov. 29
Anne Elizabeth Moore, known for
her work with Punk Planet magazine, will discuss her new book
Unmarketable: Brandalism, Copyfighting, Mocketing, .a nd the Erosion
of Integrity at Women & Children
First , 5233 N. Clark St., at 7:30
p.m. This event is free.
Call (773) 769-9299 for more information.

Friday, Nov. 30

Two pit bulls fight in a ring while onlookers stand by.
Pit bulls are often used in dog fights and are abused
until they becom e fierce.
MCT

the crime.
Reyes said in cases when a person has ·
been ch arged , evidence of trainin g items
such as treadmills, bike sticks and inner
tubes, which are used to strengthen a dog's
neck and s h ou lder muscles, have been
found inside the owner's home.
w hen police make an ·a rrest, whether it's
dog fighting, animal abuse or neglect, the
owners h ave a ch oice to either give up the
rights of ownership of the dogs or go before
a judge in court.
Most sign the dogs over, Reyes said.
w h en ow ners give up owners h ip of
the dog, it is taken to the Chicago Animal
Care a nd Control, 2741 S. Western Ave.

» SEE DOGS, PG. 3 8

Always wanted t o own something
signed by your favorit e rock star?
Now you can. while contributing
to a charity. Rock for Kid s is hosting its 19th annual live and silent
auction with items signed by rock
stars, indie bands, celebrities and
sports figures. Tickets are $15.
The event start s at 7:3 0 p.m. at
Park West , 322 W. Armitage Ave.
VIsit RockForKids.org/RockAuction2007 for more information.

Saturday, Dec. 1
Celebrate the Old Town School of
Folk Music's 50th anniversary with a
concert at the Auditorium Theater of
Roosevelt University, 50 E. Congress
Parkway, at 7 p.m. Performers include Jeff Tweedy, Bela Reck, Roger
McGuinn , Kelly Hogan, Jon Langford,
Sally Timms, Lonnie Brooks, Bonnie Koloc and Corky Siegel. Tickets
range from $35 to $2 50.
Visit OldTownSchool.org/50Years
for tickets and more informat ion.
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Chicago lawyers rally for the rule of law
~00

U.S. attorneys sta nd
in solidarity with
Pakistani lawyers

by Silvana Tabares
Assistant City Bea t Editor

hundreds of lawyers have been
beaten, detained and silenced for standing
up fordvillibcrties. They have been protest·
ing in the streets against Pakistani President
Gen. Pervez Musharraf's declaration of suspending the constitution.
A number of attorneys from several Chicago bar associations attended a rally at the
Richard J. Da ley Center, sow. Washington
St.,on Nov. 19 to support the lawyers in Paki·
stan who are demonstrating their efforts for
an independent judiciary and ru le of law.
Rishi Agrawal, executive director of the
North American South As ian Bar Association and one of the orga nizers of the rally,
said their intention is not to s tand in judg·
m ent or cr iti cism of t he gove rnment or
Mus ha rraf, but "to stand in solidarity with
the Pakis tani attorneys."
On Nov. 3, Mus harra f issued an emergency proclamation suspending the consti·
tution,decla ring it necessary to protect t he
people from terrorism and extremists. He
also issued Provisional Order Number One,
which decrees t hat no cou rt, including t he
Supreme Court, can render any judgment
IN PAK ISTAN,

against t he president, the prime m inister
or any of their des ignees. It also prohibits
r uling against Provisional Constitutional
Order Number One,acccording to professor
Douglas Cassel,director of Notre Dame Law
School's Center for Civil and Human Rights
and main speaker at the rally. Cassel spoke
about how important the rule of law is to
democracy.
"The cou rts have both hands tied behind
their back," said Cassel.
He said Pakistan needs a functioning
democracy before elections take place in
January 2008 so that citizens can practice
their fundamental rights such as freedom of
speech, press and assembly, which Mushar·
raf has s uspended.
"You need rights so that persons who
are arrested can go before a judge with the
assis tance of a lawyer and challenge the
legality of their detention," Cassel said.
He said Musharraf can choose to prohibit
political parties from demonstrating and
silence the press from printing information
in regard to the political activities of the
opposition. He said Mus harraf can do this
selectively, as he has done in prior elections,
to favor the parties that he wants to promote
and to silence those that oppose him.
Unless the provisional constitutiona l
order is lifted and the fundamental rights
are restore, it w ill be difficult for citi~ens to
voice their concerns of either the rule of law

Community members demonstrate their support for Pakistan during a rally at the Richard J. Daley Center,
50 W. Washington St. , on Nov. 19.
Courtesy MARIUM A. KHAN

or of democracy during the coming election
in Pakistan, Cassel said.
Kamran Memon, a civil rights lawyer,
also attended the rally to stand in solidarity
with the lawyers. He said people in the U.S.
are accustomed to speaking freely about the
government and it disappoints him to see
people from other countries denied that
right and abused for exercising that right.
But Raza Bolthari, president of the Paki·
s tani American Public Affairs Committee
(PAKPAC), favors the actions of Musharraf,
and said people should support Musharraf's
declaration to fight terrorism.
"It's a mistake for Pakistan and the U.S.
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not to recognize the interpal circumstances
in Pakistan," Bolthari said.
Imran Minhas, a senior psychology stu·
dent at Northwestern University, attended
the rally to show his support. His father
is a Pakistani lawyer and he has family in
Pakistan. He said he has never learned of
anything similar to the current situation
in Pakistan.
"It's extremely unusual for judges and
lawyers to fight against the government
and for the rule of Jaw," Minhas said.

stabares@chroniclemail.com
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NeW teen driving campaign goes for a spin
•

State partners with Ford
Motor Company to provide
safe driving incentives

by Becky Schllkerman
Assistant City Beat Editor

A OfiiVER'S license is a milestone for many
teenagers, but inexperience on the road
may iead to acc~dents and fatalities.
Iii' 2006, 1,254 people died on Illinois'
roads; _1,51 or" whom were teenagers, said
secf~tary of the Illinois Department of
Transportation Milton R.Sees. One in every
five traffic fatalities and one in every five
serious injuqes involved at least one teen
.driver, he added.
Automobile crashes are the leading cause
of death for people aged 15 to 20 years old,
said Henry Haupt, spokesman for the Secretary of State, which is the Illinois office
in charge of driver's licenses. He added
that teens make up roughly 6 percent of
thedrivingpopulation,yettheyaccoundor
almost 13 percent of fatal crashes. In 2006,
59 teens in the Chicagoland area were killed
in automobile crashes, Haupt said.
To curb those numbers and educate
young drivers, the state of Illinois has partnered with Ford Motor Company Fund for
"Operation Teen safe Driving;' an incentive
contest for high schools throughout the
state.The campaign aims to edU:cate young
drivers and reduce automobile crashes by
involving students, who create their own
safe drivipg program to enter in the cor{.
tes;. "' ,._, '
Governor Rod Blagojevich, Secretary of
State Jesse White; sees and other officials
and politicians gathered at Whitney M.
Youns.~l,-s..llaflin st:, ~

Governor Rod Blagojevich speaks at Whitney M. Young Magnet High School, 211 s. Laflin St., on Nov. 13
to unveil a campaign to promote safe teen driving.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

on Nov.l3 to unveil the campaign.
Every high school in Illinois was given
an. application for the program. Part of the
application, which they submit to lOOT,
includes an original teen driving program
the school creates for their community and
an explanation of their ideas to attack the
problems teen drivers face in rqat community, Sees said.
The state has been divided into seven
regions and 15 high schools will be selected
as winners from each region, Sees said.
The 105 winning schools will receive
$1,000 from lOOT to implement their original program. Further, the schools will be
evaluated again and seven winners, one
from each region, will be awarded $5,000 for
post-promparties.Inaddition,thewinning
high schools·will'be invited to Ford Motor
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Company Driving Skills for Life Ride and
Drives, to learn from professional drivers.
Sees said he hopes Operation Teen Safe
Driving will raise awareness of large problems for teen drivers and provide a catalyst
to solve the problems of inexperience and
dangerous·teen drivers.
"We simply must see a significant
reduction in fatalities and injuries among
teen drivers as well as reductions in teen
involvement in life-threatening crashes,"
Sees said.
Juan Avila, a senior at Mount Carmel
High School, 6410 S. Dante Ave., said this
campaign seems beneficiaL Although he
doesQ.'t drive yet, most of Avila's friends do
drive and he wants them to be safe.
Avila said distractions such as texting
and fumbling with the radio are big driving

issues at his school, which sometimes become
a concern when he's in a friend's car.
Operation Teen Safe Dri~ing started in
Tazewell County, Illinois. Ford, the Governors Highway Safety Association, !DOT and
the Illinois State Police developed the campaign and implemented it in the county by
having local schools compete in a similar
contest-by developing and implementing
safe driving programs, said Jim Graham,
community relations manager for Ford
Motor Company Fund.
The program s devised by students in
Tazewell County range from the creation
of public service announcements to magnets with safe driving messages that were
placed on students' cars.
Since the program was launched in Tazewell County in July 2006, no teens have
died as a result of automobile crashes in
the count-a vast improvement over the 15
deaths in the same number of months in
2005 and 2006.
,"we basically plan to take that program
.:. state-wide," Graham said.
The program unveiling comes prior to the
Graduate Driver License bill, which raises
the standards of practice for new drivers
starting on Jan 1.
White said as part of the new laws, new
drivers will have to spend more time on the
road with their parents; who will also have
a large hand in their child's driving. Parents will be able to access their teen driver's
driving record and·will have to attend court
with their child for any driving violations
incurred during the initial licensing stage.
"We believe if we give you more experience behind the wheel, we will get a better

»SEE DRIVING, PG . 37
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as Jar as the eye can see

· ·
· Extensive selection of spirits · Reasonable prices ·
.,. ·; -~ealthy,snacks alternatives · Conv~nience items · Free area ~elivery ·
SCOTCH WH~SKY SEMIN:AR November 27th, 5:30-7:30 p.m. - 20 avai/abk """- 'SIO admissi•n
GOSSET CHAMPAGNE TASTING November 28th, 5-8 p.m.
COGNAC AND CALVADOS AND BELGIUM NOEL ALE December 4th. 5-8 p.m.
CANADIAN BREWING COMPANY - UNIBROU£ December 5th, 5-8 p.m.
ISLE OF JURA SCOTCH ~SKY December 5th. 5-8 p.m.

Wine tat~ting every Friday 5-8 p.m. and monthly .beer tasting
21 and over
634 S. Wabash Ave., Oticago IL, 60605 • 1(312) 663-1850
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Poor image of America harms business overseas
U.S. foreign relations in
Iraq affecting tourists,
students, trade
by John Lend man
Staff Writer

AMERICANS ARE viewed in other countries as
self-absorbed, a rroga nt, lacking in cultural
sensitivity and ignorant of other cultures,
posing a direct threat to both the United
States' econontic development and national security, sa id Bus iness for Diplomatic
Action president, Keith Reinhard.
Reinhard presented his company's
research on America's declining international image at the McCormick Tribune Center
Forum at Northwestern University's Evanston campus, 1870 Campus Drive, on Nov 15.
Reinhard discussed how the U.S.can improve
its image from a marketing perspective and
re-b rand itself as a business leader.
"America's reputation has never been ·
worse; Re inhard said. "What happened to
the country everyone used to admire?"
The U.S. ranks in between North Korea and
Iran at the bottom of a list of countries that
have a particularly negative impact in the
world, according to a BBC poll conducted earlier this year. America has inevitably joined
the so-called "Axis of Evil" Reinhard said.
The Business for Diplomatic Action has
provided both houses of Congress and the
U.S. Secretary of Public Diplomacy suggestions on how to reduce its decline in
international popularity due to its negative
impact on foreign relations.
"We are perceived as incompetent as a
nation, specifically how the world views our
mishandlement of Iraq," Re inhard said.
Heidi Schultz, an adjunct lecturer in
Northwestern's department of Intergraded

IC?SS in tourism since 2001 as well.
"We need to streamline our visa process," Reinhard said. "We need to be more
welcoming at our borders."
The negative impact also affects higher
education in America. U.S. colleges and
universities have lost $1 billion a year
in tuition due to the decline of students
studying in America from abroad, according to the U.S.State Department Bureau of
Educational and Cultur.a l Affairs.
"When America accidentally or intentionally refuses entry to high profile foreign
professionals (professors and researchers],
the reputa tion of the country suffers,"
Reinhard said.
Using marketing as a tool for improving the
image of the u.s. can be complicated due to
the absence of a defined target audience and
a uniform message to convey, said SUsanne
Fogel,the Department Chair ofthe Marketing
Department at DePaul University.
" In marketing you always want to have
a clear and consistent message," Fogel said.
"It is sometimes unclear because (the U.S.)
is very inconsistent about w hat our poliSimple suggestions when traveling abroad:
cies are."
Show your ~ wftfle reepec:tln« their-=
Internationally, we are viewed by the
While we are proud of the "American way;"
perception we portray in our entertainremember, it's not the only way.
tt ..., be GrMk t o you, but they11 Jove tt:
ment industry. Fogel said our perception
Try speak1ng a little of the language. It's not
in movies and television tends to give the
insulting to mispronounce words. The effort
will be appreciated.
wrong message that comprontises ou r abil@
Think loc..ly: Find out toeics of Interest
ity to communicate a positive message to
~putar culture~sre;rts , e c. ) of the country you
s1t, and shOw n erest in local customs.
various cultures and countries.
stow down: Instant solutions. immediate
sati sfaction and short·term,thinkin~ are not
The Business for Diplomatic Action has
as important in other countries as hey are
in the U.S.
f
taken a proactive approach to cure America
0Dre....,p: Y911 c.. always strip down: ln
of this growing problem, Reinhard said.
some countnes. casual dress Is a si~n of
disrespect. Check out what is expec ed.
The non-partisan, non-profit organization
developed a five-point action plan to help
'
end the spread of anti-Americanism.
8u~?~£~;sfo~b\g);,~~~~g ~c;Jif~~ns Guide;
The organization's strategy seeks to
Allyson McGovern THE CHRONICLE improve America's international image
Marketing Communications, h elped organize the lecture with Re inha rd to speak as
part of the Crain Lecture Series at Northwestern's Medill School of Journalism .
Schultz, who teaches a course called
Building Brand Equity, believes the nation's
declining reputation is partially caused by
the war in Iraq and Afghan istan. She sa id in
order for America to play a valuable role in
international business, the country needs
to be better informed of other cultures.
" I think it is absolutely critical that we
improve how our country is pe rceived,"
Schultz said. "It's unfortunate because we
are historically a nation of immigrants, yet
we are very uncomfortable as a citize nry
with the rest of the world."
America's tedious foreign relation policies
are also to blame, according to the National
Foreign Trade Council's 2006 analysis of
U.S. exporters. It revealed a $30 billion loss
in international business between 2002 and
2006 due to the government's handling of
visas for foreign business travelers. The Travel
Industry Association estimates a $100 billion

0

0

8

Tired of dirty fingers?

A store window in South Korea displays a sign to
deter Am~rican tourists.

Courtesy BUSINESS FOR DIPLOMATIC ACTION
by sensitizing Americans to the dramatic
decline in u.s. reputation, transforming
attitudes and behaviors in citizen diplomacy, accentuating the positive aspects of
our country, reaching out to "build bridges"
with foreign business leaders while still
serving as a connection between U.S. government and the private business sector.
The Business for Diplomatic Action also
developed a "World Citizens Guide" in association with th e National Business Travel
Association. The guide con tains tips for
business execu tives and students traveling abroad as a "crash course" in diplomacy.
They also published a Foreign Media Relations
Guide for American journalists working
with international press.
Reinhard said in marketing, when a
brand is in trouble, one has to listen very
carefully to all the perceptions.
"If the negative perceptions are true you
have to change the product," Reinhard said.
"If the negative perceptions are Qot true,
you !)ave to change the communication and
build on the positive."

chronide@colum.edu
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»DEEN:

the workers the opportunity to form a union,
said Dennis Pittman, director of Corporate
Communications for Smithfield.
Continued from PG. 33 "We respect the employee's right to have
a union," Pittman said.
WQrkers want to talk to Paula
He said other plants owned by Smithfield
Oeen about conditions at
had formed unions and the workers at the
Smithfield
Tar Heel plant did not want o11e because they
were treated well, paid well and were genersmithfield to stop slaughtering humans, and ally happyworking there. Pittman, who used
that's in fact what they're doing by denying to work in Human Resources in the Tar Heel
them decent human rights, wages and medi- plant, said the ch arges of abuse were more
cal benefits; the ability to work in a place than 10 years old and no longer occurred.
where they're not threatened every day."
In 1994, two years after the plant opened,
Wanda Blue, a Tar Heel factory worker who workers attempted to join the United Food
came to Chicago to join the protest,said the and Commercial Workers' un ion, but the
workers at Smithfield were being underpaid, vote to join failed. Another vote was h eld in
cheated out of time and not being given sick 1997, which also failed.
leave, even with doctors' notes.
Rigo Valdez, an organizer for the Un ited
"We want better justice in Smit hfield," Food and Commercial Workers union ,
Blue said. "And we're going to get it. We're said the vote failed· because there were
going to get it." ·
"threats of firing {and] action s against
Other allegat ions, include threatening, voters who supported the union. Th ey
harassing, intimidating and falsely arresting s prayed the n-word on the union trailer."
workers at the Smithfield plant, have been The National Labor Relations Board and
documented by the Human Rights Watch Federal court have additionally found that
and National Labor Relations Board. The. employees were victims of assault, false
plant has also been 'accused of firing work- arrests and nicial epithets. The two previers who.were injured on the job. Vanessa ous elections were deemed invalid.
Reeves, one such worker, was fired while in
Since then, Smithfield has offered an elec-.
the hospital after a hog fell on her at the tion With a third party present to judge the
plant, causing her to miscarry.
vote objectively, Pittman said, but the offer
Because of these incide nts, the United has been turned down. Pittman said the
Food and Commercial Workers' union and plant has also asked the unions to come to
the Service Employees International Union the plant to speak with the workers, but the
started a national campaign last year to raise unions have refused.
Despite these offers, the unfair election
awareness of the situation and push for a
union.for the 5,500 workers at Smithfield.
from more than a decade ago is one of the
HcWvever, Smithfield has already offered reasons the plant workers are afraid to vote
for another union, Valdez said.
"The workers don't believe that Smithfield
can have a fair election, so they're trying to
find other ways to be recognized by Smithfield and have Smithfield recognize their
union and give them a contract that has fair
wages, fair benefits, and most importantly,
working conditions that are manageable,"
Valdez said.
Pittman said union s were pushing hard
1 for Tar Heel's large number of employees to
join because the unions needed money.
Although only one of the workers from Tar
Heel came to Chicago to attend the protest,
the numbers of representatives from different unions and organizations showed the
vast support for the campaign for Smithfield
workers' rights. Representatives from the
American Federation of Labor and Congress
for Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO),Jobs
With Justice Coalition, Chicago Interfaith
Committee for Worker Justice and UNITE
HERE, as well as several church groups,
Paula Deen, Who hosts 'Paula's Home Cook ing· on cam e to the protest.
the Food Network, represents Smithfield Foods.
"We have solidarity here from a number
MCT
of unions ... an injustice against one is an

»DRIVING:
Continued from PG. 35
Governor relates to teen
driving experience with his own
adolescent tale
{driver and our road s] will be safe," White
said.
Blagojevich agr ees that inexpe rie nce
is a problem and teenagers need tim e to
practice and develop their skills.
"More practice wi ll, as the old saying
says, make perfect," Blago jevich s aid.
Blagojevich is familiar w it h poor teen
driving resulting from a past experience.
He s hared a story from his high sch ool
days at Edwin G. Fo reman High School,
3235 N, Leclaire Ave., on the North Side
when inexpe rie nce behind th e wheel
made a dent.
Blagojevich said he was d riving a team-

m ate h ome a fter basketball practice on
Lavergne Avenue when he lost control of
his car and got in an accident.
"I should have known that w h en you
drive, you should keep your eye on the road
and {not] talk too much," Blago jevich said.
"{But] I was feeling good about that practice and how well I was shooting and I
was talking and as I was making th,at left
hand turn, the next thing I know there's
all kind of noise."
Blagojevich thought he was braking but
instead he was accelerating.
"The next t hing I know, we're on top of
that fire hydrant," he said .
Neither young men were hurt, but the
car was another story.
"We got out of that car, we looked at that
car on top of t he fire hydrant, I shrugged
my shoulders, I looked at my teammate
and said, 'Well I guess we're taking the bus
home,' and we had to."
bschliherman@chroniclemail.com

Wanda Blue. a fa ctory worker from the Tar Heel. N.C. . Smithfield plant. stands outside the Chicago Theatre.
1 75 N. State St.. to prote st Paula Deen 's involvement with Smithfield.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE

in justice against all," Munoz said.
Pope said he decided to get involved last
year after constituents of his ward informed
him of the conditions of the pi ant in Tar Heel.
He said he was appalled to learn about the
people being threatened at work in America
and drafted a resolution, which urges t he
corporation, subsidiaries and sub-contractors to "immediately cease and desist the
deplorable, immoral and illegal conditions
they have inflicted on their workers."
The resolution was passed in City Council
in November 2006.
Resolutions in other states protesting the
labor conditions have been passed in other
states as well.On Sept.12, the Bergen County
Central Trades and Labor Council in New
Jersey passed a resolution calling for Smithfield to obey the law, letting the plant form a
union and provide a safe workplace. On Aug.
1, Boston passed a resolution asking for the
city to suspend purchases from tl1e Smithfield Packing Company until the company
ends abuse against its workers. Cambridge,
Mass. also passed a resolution s upporting
the workers on June 4 .
Leila McDowell, communications director for the campaign, said companies w ho
abuse their workers often get away with it
because they pay off any fi nes incurred from
their misdeeds.
"It's a very sad situation,'' McDowell said.
But the workers in the Tar Heel plant are
paid better than in other union-endorsed
companies and are given medical benefits,
Pittman said. He said Smithfield was also in
the process of installing a peer review, where
workers could go before a jury of their peers
if they felt they were being treated unjustly. Additionally, they were doing training
programs for supervisors and managers to
ensure fair treatment of the workers.

"We're always looking for ways to
improve," Pittman said. "It's hard work, but
people seem to like working here."
Blue said the reason most people worked
at the plant was because it was one of the
only places to work in Tar Heel.
McDowell was optimistic that Deen could
be a "voice of reason" for Smithfield and
encpurage the company to stop abusing the
workers. She said Deen had ignored previous letters asking for her to stop endorsing
Smithfield, but McDowell said workers hoped
it was because she didn't know about any of
the abuses. However, because of the protest
in Chicago and a question from an audience
member at the event asking Deen about the
protest , it was obvious that she had some
idea of what was going on, McDowell said.
Deen appeared on "Larry King Live" on
Aug. 6 and said she would m eet with the
workers, but has since declined to do so,
McDowell said. She said security guards at
the Chicago Theatre did not allow anyone to
deliver the letter to Deen either.
·
Many of the people at tending the event
seemed bewildered by the protesters. Others
ripped up th e flyers the protesters handed
out, which detailed the poor working conditions and had a copy of the letter the protest;
ers were trying to get to Deen.
Susan Baham, who came from Michigan
to attend Deen's show, said she didn 't know
what the protest was for, but said she thinks
Deen would listen to the workers.
"She's a down-home lady,'' Baham said.
Valdez was also optimistic that she would
eventually listen to the workers.
"I think if Paula Deen really believes in
what she stands for, then she would support
these workers," h e said.
dnelson@chroniclemail.com

Secretary of State Jesse White explains the new driving regula tions for teens at Wh1tney M. Young Magnet
High School. 211 S. Laflin St .. on Nov. 13 as Gov. Rod Blagojevich looks on.
Rachael Strecher THE CHRONICLE
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»DOGS:
Continued from PG. 33
It is a misdemeanor for people
to attend a dog fight, and if
caught twice, a felony
We ll -be ha ved d ogs are nursed back to
health a nd violent dogs are euthanized.
Urbikas said most people w ho take part
in dog figh ts in Ch icago are young hobbyists . Instead of professional trainers w ho
participate in dog figh ts at a specific a rena,
t he h obbyists take their pit bu lls to the
s treet a nd sh ow th em off to determi ne
w h ich dog is tougher.

"A lot of times they will do it again and
again; ~ said. "They just don't know
what else to do. It generates a lot of money
gambling wise."
This underground venture n ot o n ly
brings in t ho us ands of do llars for dog
figh ters, but also creates a problem fo r
you ng childre n who witness the acts.
" It desensitizes kids," Urbikas said. " It
has a negative effect on society overall."
Elliott Serrano,comrnunity outreach specialist for the Anti-Cruelty Society, agrees.
He said dog fighting contributes to many
forms of viole nce, especially when young
children a tte nd a dog fight .
"Studies have shown children exposed to
viole nce affect the ir emotional and intellectua l beh avior; Serra no said.

A sadistic spectator sport
Oogftghtmg. tho p tttmq of two dogs bred and rramed to ftght
aga ,nst one anot11er for the amusement of specta tors. 15 tllegal
1n the Umtod Stato,<;, but wtdely practiced

Cruelty to animals

Effect on community

• F•ghtlasts until one of the
dogs cannot or will not continue,
someumes up to two hours

• Young ch1ldren are somellmes
taken to the lights , wh1Ch can
promote IOSCOSIIIVIty to ward
an1mals. d1sregard lor the law

• Dogs olton susta•n severe
0 ( l alal IOjWIOS

• Illegal gamb hng occu rs at ftghts

• Owners tra•n fighters usmg
smaller an•mals. such as cat s.
rabb•ts or sm all dogs, as bcut

• Dogs bred to light may be
dangerously aggresstve to ammals
and people. espectally ch ildren

State by state
State laws regardtng d ogftghttng

Dogfighting

0 Legal
C M tsd emeanor
Possession of dogs
for fighting

• Felony

Being a spectator
at a dog fight

Children who witness animal vio~
are at a greater risk of becoming violent
and perpetuating the cycles of family violence, accordi ng to the American Humane
Association.
In a st udy of 100 women who were victims of domestic violence, 54 reported that
their partner had either hurt or lrilled the
family pets, and 62 reported that their children were exposed to their pets"abuse. The
study w as conducted by Utah State University psychologist, Frank R. Ascione.
Additiona lly, it is a felony for anyone to
bring a child to a dog fight. Attending a dog
fight is a m isdemeanor, and if caught twice,
a felony, Urbikas said.
Law enforce me nt offi cials like Urbikas
and Reyes sa id they respond immediately
to 311 calls of ani mal-rela ted crimes. They
mo n itor a ny s u spicio n of dog fighting
areas, patrol n eig h borh oods and searc h
t hrough resid e ntial backya rds for d ogs
that may be neg lected , a bus ed or involved
in a dog fi ght.
Heather Owe n, an envi ronme ntal law
student at the Chicago-Kent College of
Law, he lped organize the dog-fighting
presentation.
"I put the eve nt on to make people awa re
th at dog fighting is something that goes
on everywhere, including urban environments such as Chicago," said Owen, who is
also co-director of the Student Animal Legal Defe nse Fund organization at the college.
Other students like Melody Gordon, a
junior journalism major at Columbia, said
people who conduct dog fig hting events
should be punished.
"It's cruel for animals to be put in that
position a nd have them fight for the monetary gain of the individuals," Gordon said.
stabares@chroniclemail.com

Dogs that 8le overly agresslw
toward people or other animals,
particularly doCS that are fterce
without aoy provocation

People leaving dOgs In empty
apartments or abandone<! buildings

Report animal fighting by calling 911.
Any other Information pertaining to
animal fighting In Chicago (such as
fight rings, training areas, partlclparits,
dead or Injured fighting animals)
should be reported to 3ll
where an operator Will rwcon:l
the Information for Investigation.
Source: Chicago Animal Care and Control
Allyson McGovern THE CHRONICLE

Student/Teacher Program
Save 20% off our regular discount prices on any Lowepro Camera Bag
SLINGSHOT 200 AW
Unique sling design goes from " carry
mode"" to ""ready mode" in just sec·
onds. Carried comfortably on the back,
It easily rotates to the front so you can
get to your camera quickly. The
SlingShot 200 AW holds an SLR with
mid-range zoom lens attached 3-4 extra lenses and accessories and has a
full access lid to make loading it a
snap. AW Bag is equipP6d with an
ALL WEATHER Cover.

=

$71.95
Price After 20% Discount
Regular Price: $89.95

A sampling of other Lowepro bags that we stock:
Regular Price Price alief 20% DlsclUit
Slingshot 100 AW .................................................. $69.95 ............................... S55.95
Slingshot 300 AW ................................................ S109.55 c............................. $87.95
CompuOaypack (B001t Orange) ........................... $49.95 ............................... $39.95
CompuDaypack (Slate Gray) ................................ $49.95 ------·····--·····--··-·---·· $39.95
CompuOaypack (Lear Green) ............................... S49.95 ............................... S39.95
CompuRover AW ................................................. $189.95 ............................. $151.95
PrimusAW Backpack .........:::............................. $199.95 ............................. $159.95
Stealth Reporter 100AW ....................................... $89.95 ............................... $71 .95
Stealth Reporter 200AW .•..................................... $99.95 ............................... $79.95
Stealth Reporter JOOAW ...................................... $119.95 ............................... S95.95
Stealth Reporter 400AW ..................................... $129.95 ............................. $103.95
Stealth Reporter 550AW ..................................... $149.95 ............................. $119.95
Stealth Reporter 650AW ..................................... $159.95 ............................. $127.95
Vertex 300AW Backpack .................................... S249.95 ............................. $199.95
Vertex 200 AW Backpack .................................... S229.95 ............................. $183.95
Vertex 100AW Biickpad ................................... $179.95 ............................. $143.95
CompuTrekker AW Backpack ............................. $149.95 ............................. S119.ll5
CompuTrekl<e< P1us AW Backpack ..................... $189.95 ............................. $151.95
Roling CompuTreiOO!f AW Backpack ..•...••......... $219.95 ............................. $115.95
Roling CompuTrekker P1usAW Backpack •....... $274.95 .•....... .....•........•.... $219.95
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coop in the Loop: Legislative leaders act like little kids
extra money just to go to school?
Because our legislative leaders are getting paid to act like children, rather than
the reasonable, responsible adults we hoped
they were when we elected them.
On Nov. 14, Mayor Richard M. Daley
stormed out of a meeting with state leaders Gov. Rod Blagojevich, House Speaker
Michael Madigan and State Representative
Rickey Hendon, amo~ others,according to
the Chicago Tribune. Apparently Daley got·
a little fed up that there was no consensus
by Dana Nelson
about what to do to fix the transit problem,
City Beat Editor
and everyone got off track while talking
about casinos, so he left. Madigan left too,
Behind the closed doors of state transit saying the meeting turned into "nonpromeetings lurks an ugly demon. it's the RTA ductive shouts and threats."
doomsday monster that is slowly creeping
Madigan and Hendon got into an arguaround the heads and shoulders of legisla- ment about the new casinos that might
tors,and soon it11 be on the train you ride to be built to save the RTA. But it wasn't an
work, the buses you ride to school and the argument about whether or not the casino
Metra Rail you take to visit your family. In should be built to fund the CTA.It was an
fact, the doomsday monster is so horrible, argument about whether economically
h e might just make some of those options depressed communities should get some
disappear. He might make you spend all of the profit, and whether minorities
the money in your piggy bank and then should be guaranteed a part in owning
make you late to school anyway.
the casinos.
While I think the issue of minorities getAnd why won't the ugly doomsday monster go away? Why can't we fix our prob- ting part of the casino deal is an important
lems and not have to worry abOut spending topic, I hardly think a meeting about ~ansit

funding should fall into a debate about an
imaginary casino that currently h as not
even been approved of as a potential solution. Not to mention the incredible immaturity of respected government officials
resorting to a shouting match and storming out of an important meeting that will
affect thousands of people who take the
Metra Rail, CTA and Pace to work, school
and elsewhere every single day.
This isn't the first in major political blunders in response to the doomsday monster, nor is it the last. Blagojevich called
for a special session on Nov. 28 to resolve
the problem, which no one wants to go to
becau~e there's no actual legislation on the
table and Blagojevich has already held several of these sessions where nothing gets
done. Both Republicans and Democrats are
irked by the idea.
Worse yet, this bickering is infiltrating
the CTA workers too. The Chicago SunTimes reported that Rick Harris, president
of Amalgamated Transit Union Local 308,
threatened a transit strike in response to
the funding problem.
"Maybe we have to show you ex actly
what a doomsday looks like; he said.
Personally, that threat terrifies me. If
the CTA workers go on strike, like transit

workers are doing in Fran ce right now, it
will cost the CTA a lot of money (the strike
in Fran ce has already cost $589 million )
and furthermore, n ot solve the problem.
In fact, bickering, whining, throwing
tantrums and threa tening people just
w on 't get anything done. At leas t, that 's
what my pa re nts taught m e when I w as
a little kid. But appa rently some legislators weren't taught those lessons by their
parents. And it seems like they've been
getting away with this n asty behavior fo r
a very long ti;,e.
Well, it needs to stop. Blagojevich needs
to stop bossing Illinois Representatives
and Senators around, a nd Daley has to
stop blaming Blagojevich for all the transit problems. Obviously nothing is getting
done, and another bail-out won't do more
than postpone the problem for another
month or so. Our legislators shouldn't be
paid to act like children anymore. They
need to be held accountable for their
r espons ibilities to the people and get
rid of the RTA monster (without temper
tantrums, s houting matches or whining)
before it ruins our public transit forever.

dne/son@l:hroniclemail.com

In Other News
Vick turns hfmself in

Cop drives drunk

Taxing other alternatives

Not fired for racial slur

Atlanta Falcons quarterback Michael
Vick voluntarily surrendered on dog fighti ng charges on Nov. 19 before his scheduled
sentence date. This summer, Vick pleaded
guilty to operating a dog fighting business.
Vick was suspended without pay for an
indefinite period from the NFL, according
to an article in the Chicago Tribune. Vick's
choice to serve his sentence in advance was
approved by his lawyers and the judge. H.,. is
being held at Northern Neck Regional Jail
in Warsaw, Va., and could face five years in
jail for state felony charges.

A Chicago police officer was charged with
a misdemeanorfor driving under the influence on Nov.19, according to the Chicago
Tribune. Eugene Bikulcius, 45, who was not
on police duty, crashed near 87th Street and
Kolin Avenue this past June.
Andy Conklin, a spokesman for the Cook
County state's attorney's office, said Bikulcius had a blood-alcohol content of 0.24.
Illinois' legal limit is 0.08. Carol Miller,
the driver of t he other vehicle involved in
the crash was also charged with a m isdemeanor for drunk driving. Police spokeswoman Monique Bond did not comment to
the Chicago Tribune on why Bikulcius was
not charged sooner.

Commissioner Roberto Maldonado, who
opposes Cook Co\lnty Board President Todd
Stroger's plan to raise s ales taxes, introduced several alternative tax proposals on
Nov, 20, according to the Chicago Tribune.
Maldonado said his taxing suggestions
would raise $73 million for n ext year's
budget. One of Maldonado's recommendations is increasing the tax for licensed property,such as cars purchased outside of Cook
County, but registered to an address ins ide
the county, from .75 percent to 1 percent.
The Cook County Board will vote on the
2008 budget plan on Nov. 30.

Joseph Annunzio, a s upervisor for the
Chicago Department of Transportation,
will not be fired for making a racial slur.
Annunzio allegedly placed a tablecloth on
his head, acted like a Ku Klux Klansman
and called one of his coworkers a mambo
gorilla, according to The Associated Press.
The Human Resources board did not fire
Annunzio because the co-worke r did qot
testify againstAnnunzio.Annunzio's lawyer,
Tom Needham, said his client denied u sing
racial or ethnic slurs.

Peril at work

was hit over the h ead with a salt shaker and
kicked and punched by the bus boys when
he was lying on the ground. The victim was
then push ed out of the bar. In the report,
the bartender said the victim was involved
with another customer in an altercation
and he told them if they didn't leave, h e
would ban them from the bar. No one told
police what started the original fight. The
police report did not state what action, if
any, was taken.

OFF THE BLOUER
A male in his 40s robbed Starbucks, 31 E.
Roosevelt Road,on Nov. 16,employees reported to police. According to two employees, a
23-year-old female and a 19-year-old female,
the offender walked behind the counter
through the employee entrance. He then
placed a 6-inch knife onto the left side of
the 23-year-old victim's lower back and told
her to give him all the money in the safe and
registers. However, two customers walked
in, so he told the 19-year-old female to serve
them as if nothing was wrong. When the
customers left, the 23-year-old victim gave
him $926 and a Starbucks purchasing card
from the safe. He also took $250 from one of
the registers. The offender left and walked
east on Roosevelt Road. No arrests had been
made as of press time.

Bar brawl
KEY

•

Columbia
Peril at wori<

Kimi Badger THE CHRONICLE

A 37-year-old male reported to police
that he was attacked by employees at cafe
Bionda, 1924 S. State St-, on Nov. 16. The
victim said a friend got involved in a fight
with the bar owner and he w as a ttacked
by bus boys when he tried to interven e. He

Goofy truck theft
Police witnessed and responded to a truck
theft on Nov. 14,according to police reports.
A southern Wine and Spirits delivery man
was distributing to Warehouse Liquors, 634
S. wabash Ave., when he noticed a 47-yearold male sitting in the driver's seat of h is
truck. The victim approached the truck
and confronted the offender, who tried to
pull aw ay with the vi~'tim hanging on to
the running board of the truck. The victim ,
tried to grab the offender, but h e kept
driving with the victim hangin g on . Two
police officers noticed the offense at 1140 S.
Wabash Ave. They confronted the offender
and arrested him.

Columbia College Chicago
Campus Apple S ore
33 E. c:.ong.ss 1st Floof Ch~ ll 60660 312.34 UMAC ~1 fJCobn.Adu -.colunudu/1~
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* Limited Quantities While Supplies Last
Prices Subject To Change Without Notice

No Rainchecks or Special Orders

Store Hours: M-F 11am to 6pm
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